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Abstract

Vehicle pull is an issue that occurs when the driver has to exert a dis-
cernible steering torque (pull) for the vehicle to run straight, otherwise
a lateral drift takes place. This thesis deals with the straight motion of
road vehicles, with particular focus on the role played by tire charac-
teristics, road cross slope and interactions between tires and vehicle.

A thorough theoretical approach has been adopted, adjusting the
Pacejka’s formulation for effective axle characteristics and extending
the linear handling diagram theory. This has allowed to obtain innova-
tive analytical expressions, describing the straight-driving slip angles
and steering torque offsets.

The analytical expressions have been validated, together with a
single-track model, by means of quasi-static and dynamic simulations
of a full-vehicle model. Moreover, a relationship between tire charac-
teristics and on-center handling has been described, that relates objec-
tive metrics with subjective feedback.

The obtained analytical expressions can be used by vehicle Orig-
inal Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) or Tire Suppliers for product
development.
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Sammanfattning

Däckinducerad fordonsavdrift är ett problem som medför att föraren
måste utöva ett märkbart-styrmoment för att fordonet ska köra rakt.
Detta examensarbete handlar om bilens avdrift vid körning rakt fram,
med särskild fokus på inverkan av däckegenskaper, vägens laterala
lutning och samverkan mellan däck och fordon.

Ett grundligt teoretiskt tillvägagångssätt har valts: Pacejkas formu-
lering av effektiva axelegenskaper har anpassats, och den linjära hand-
ling diagram teorin har expanderats. Detta har gjort det möjligt att er-
hålla innovativa analytiska ekvationer som beskriver de avdriftsvinklar
och styrmoment som krävs för att fordonet ska färdas rakt fram.

De analytiska ekvationerna har validerats, med hjälp av en cykel-
modell samt med kvasi-statiska och dynamiska simuleringar av en
helfordonsmodell. Dessutom har ett samband mellan däckegenskaper
och kursstabilitet tagits fram, som relaterar objektiva parametrar med
subjektiv feedback.

De erhållna analytiska ekvationerna kan användas av fordonstill-
verkare och däckleverantörer för produktutveckling.
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Introduction

"Nuisance" is the term that Pottinger juxtaposes to the vehicle pull
issue [1]. Vehicle pull arises whenever the driver has to exert a dis-
cernible steering torque (called pull) in order for the vehicle to move
straight ahead, which can become a tiresome task in case of long-
lasting driving along straight roads (e.g. when traveling on highways).
Otherwise, the vehicle does not maintain the intended straight path,
and a lateral deviation (called drift) occurs. These two manifestations
of the same issue represent a critical aspect for vehicle straight-ability
performance [2]. Actually, these handling features are often ascribed
among the vehicle (or product) basic needs, or Must-Be Qualities, to
use the terminology of Kano model of product development [3]: cus-
tomers expect and take for granted that the vehicle tracks straight and
free of pull in absence of steering inputs and external disturbances.
Non-fulfillment of this requisite has deleterious consequences on cus-
tomers’ opinion and satisfaction, impacting on the perception of both
comfort and safety. Therefore, vehicle pull represents a key problem
for automotive Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), and it is
often examined as a crucial factor during approval tests with tire man-
ufacturers.

The factors producing vehicle pull can be divided into:

• External factors, such as crosswind or road cross slope, that are
part of the boundary conditions or environment in which the ve-
hicle system operates.

• Internal factors, or vehicle system related parameters. Among
them, a key role is played by specific tire properties and vehicle
unbalances (e.g. non-symmetric weight distribution, improper
suspension alignment, dimensional tolerances).
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State of the art

Among the different causes of vehicle pull, tire characteristics are of
particular interest. In his comprehensive reference [1], Pottinger pro-
vides a definition for the pull forces, describing them as the offsets
in tire side force Fy and aligning moment Mz responsible for vehicle
pull. These offsets, that give rise to non-negligible forces and moments
when the tire is not steered nor cambered, are inherent characteristics
common to all tire constructions. They have become increasingly rel-
evant with the establishment of the radial ply tire as the prevalent tire
construction type, supplanting the bias tire [1, 4–6]. Side force and
aligning moment offsets are included also in the semi-empirical Magic
Formula Tire models developed by Pacejka [7], which are widely used
as accurate portrayals of steady-state tire force and moment character-
istics, for vehicle dynamics analyses and simulations.

Furthermore, the aforementioned tire force and moment offsets are
commonly divided into two components, called ply-steer and conicity,
to discern the two characteristically different types of sources generat-
ing them [1, 4]:

• Ply-steer is defined as the side force component that does not
change direction if tire is flipped. It is an intrinsic characteris-
tic of the tire structural design, and its effects can be considered
analogous to the ones of a pseudo-side slip angle.

• Conicity is defined as the side force component that does not
change direction if the tire rotation direction is reversed. It is
mainly related to finite manufacturing precision, and its effects
are analogous to the ones of a pseudo-camber angle.

Extensive research has been conducted with regard to tire design char-
acteristics producing these two components, in particular for what
concerns ply-steer. Among the others, it is worth mentioning the works
performed by Pottinger [4] and Bert [6]: they made use of the lami-
nated composite theory to describe how the belt layers contribute to
the generation of ply-steer side force and moment, with experimen-
tal measures validation. However, the subsistence of a considerable
influence on ply-steer from tire tread was pointed out experimentally
by Matyja [5], and then corroborated with FEM studies performed by
Mundl et al. [8] and Toyo Tire & Rubber Co., Ltd. [9, 10].
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In the last decades, the relationships between tire ply-steer and
conicity features and vehicle behavior in straight ahead motion have
been explored. On the one hand, Lindenmuth [11] is indicated as one
of the first authors to have evidenced experimentally the existence of a
relationship between vehicle pull and tire conicity and ply-steer [1,12].
On the other hand, Topping [13] is claimed to be the first author of-
fering an easy grasp of the origin of steady-state tire-induced vehicle
pull [1, 4]. Topping’s theory, reported by Pottinger [1], considers front
and rear axles as separated entities, and provides a basic explanation
of how vehicle pull occurs, looking at tire side force Fy and aligning
momentMz characteristics as function of side slip angle α. The theory
is based on the assumption that no lateral deviation occurs if no lat-
eral force acts on the axles of the vehicle [1, 13]. Two kinds of driving
conditions are generally considered in literature, in which the different
manifestations of vehicle pull arise:

Fixed control condition: in this condition, the driver holds the steer-
ing wheel to make the vehicle run along a straight path. Front
and rear axles arrange themselves with side slip angles α1 and
α2 in order for the sum of tire side forces to become null on both
axles (Fy,1 = 0, Fy,2 = 0).

On the one hand, the front axle side slip angle α1 - nullifying Fy,1
- determines a residual aligning moment Mz,1 on the front axle,
since in general tire side force Fy and aligning momentMz do not
become null at the same slip angle. This has a direct effect on the
average steering torque (steering pull) that the driver has to exert
during vehicle straight motion, sometimes called Vehicle Residual
Aligning Torque (VRAT) in literature [14, 15].

On the other hand, the rear axle side slip angle α2 determines
vehicle attitudeβ, causing the vehicle to exhibit the so-called dog-
tracking straight ahead motion.

Finally, the difference between front and rear axle side slip angles
causes a non-null steering wheel angle (or misalignment).

Free control condition: in this condition, the driver releases the steer-
ing wheel. The front axle arranges itself with a side slip angle α1
for which the aligning moment Mz,1 becomes null, since it is no
more counterbalanced by a steering torque.
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The sum of tire side forces is different from zero for the front and
rear axles, and a lateral deviation (steering drift) from the straight
path occurs.

Thereafter, the analyses focused on the connection between vehicle
straight-motion dynamics and specific tire parameters. Particular rel-
evance was attributed to the tire Residual Aligning Torque (RAT), re-
maining when side force is null. As an alternative, other related pa-
rameters were considered, such as the one introduced by Pottinger
[1, 4]: he defined the Aligning Torque Shift Phase (ATSP) as the dif-
ference between the slip angle at which side force is null and the slip
angle at which the aligning moment is null. Pottinger’s theory, despite
being straightforward, does not explain completely and accurately the
underlying interactions between vehicle and tires in the straight mo-
tion [16]. For this reason, an analysis conducted by Lee [16] expanded
upon Pottinger’s and Topping’s contributions with a rather more com-
plete approach, including tire moments in the equilibrium equations,
and performing dynamic simulations both with a simple single-track
model and with a full-vehicle model. Actually, Lee pointed out that lit-
tle had been examined up to then on the tire-induced vehicle pull per-
taining to dynamic simulations: the same drift experienced in real life
driving situations is obtained when running numerical simulations, in
case tire properties from experimental data are used.

Other studies considered experimentally the effect of suspension
geometry on vehicle pull, e.g. by examining cross camber, cross caster
and other suspension alignment tolerances [12, 14, 17, 18].

In addition, the effect of road cross slope on vehicle pull has been
commonly recognized as non-negligible [1, 15, 18]: for instance, it is
generally stated that OEMs specify a range for tire ply-steer compo-
nents, to counteract a specific road cross slope value, according to the
market of destination. Nevertheless, in the mentioned studies, the
road cross slope effect was either not analytically discussed or just in-
cluded with simplifying considerations. As a consequence, the out-
comes turn out to be unsuitable to provide an accurate description of
the actual impact of road cross slope on vehicle pull.

It is important to underline that vehicle pull issue is still currently
object of studies, and is taken into consideration with particular care
in the automotive field. This is confirmed by researches on robust de-
sign optimization aimed at steering pull reduction, such as the one
conducted by Park et al. [19]. Moreover, in the last few decades, the
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establishment of the Electric Power-Assisted Steering (EPS) has open
to possibilities in the active reduction of vehicle pull. This way to
overcome passive control limitations, researched just to name a few
by Nissan Motor Co., LTD. [20] and General Motors Co. [3], has proved
to be quite effective in the reduction of steering torque (or pull) issue.
Nevertheless, as for steering wheel misalignment and vehicle attitude
(or dog-tracking) problems, EPS constitutes a solution just to limited or
no extent.

Thesis approach and objectives

The focus of this thesis is on the influence of steady-state tire charac-
teristics on vehicle pull and straight motion behavior. In particular, the
tire-associated pull problem is considered in the free rolling condition,
isolating from the torque steer and the influence of longitudinal tire
forces, that arise when the vehicle is braked or driven [1].

The main objective of the thesis is the study and accurate descrip-
tion of the tire-associated vehicle pull problem, with reference to the
effects on vehicle straight motion and on-center handling, founded on
a thorough theoretical study by using tire data provided by Pirelli Tyre
S.p.A..

The analytical equations and solutions are obtained by means of
the study of a rather complete single-track vehicle model, able to ac-
commodate different left and right tire characteristics and load trans-
fer and static roll induced by road cross slope. The presence of road
cross slope effect is extensively considered, by pointing out the dif-
ferent influences and factors that descend from it. Moreover, proper
(symmetric) suspension alignment contribution is analyzed in pres-
ence of different left and right tire characteristics, which can be due to
tire manufacturing tolerances or induced by road cross slope.

The interaction between tires and vehicle, namely the effect of elas-
tokinematics and compliances in suspension and steering systems, is
taken into account by means of the effective axle characteristics. The
formulation of effective axle characteristics, described by Pacejka [7],
is specifically extended in this work in order to account for the tire
force and moment offsets (pull forces), together with the different left
and right tire characteristics. The purpose is to draw an analytical rep-
resentation and explanation for problems still open in literature.
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Furthermore, the handling diagram theory [7, 21] is suitably ex-
tended and adapted in this work to accommodate the aforementioned
tire and effective axle characteristics. The adapted handling diagram
provides the possibility to conveniently and simultaneously link axle’s
side slip angles, steering angle and steering torque, by expressing all of
them as function of vehicle lateral acceleration. For small lateral accel-
erations, which is the range of interest in this study, the adapted linear
handling diagram allows to accurately and effectively evaluate all the
vehicle pull related parameters, namely steering torque, steering angle
and vehicle attitude.

The analytical expressions and a single-track model developed in
MATLAB R© are validated by means of proper simulations performed
with a full-vehicle model in the multibody dynamics simulation soft-
ware MSC ADAMS.

Finally, the existence of a relationship between the tire offsets and
the on-center handling of the vehicle is explored. Based on company’s
experience and available subjective feedback of a test driver, the tire
sets with the worst performances concerning vehicle pull are also the
ones producing the worst results during on-center handling tests. The
simulation of an adapted weave test is employed to analyze the cor-
relation between simulated steering torque objective metrics and ana-
lytically computed steering torque offsets. The observed results may
provide an explanation to the subjective feedback and demonstrate a
relationship between tire characteristics offsets and steering feel per-
formances.

Structure of the thesis

The thesis is divided into two parts.
The first part is dedicated to the thorough analytical discussion

of the various aspects related to tire-induced vehicle pull issue and
straight motion:

Chapter 1 (at page 11): the ply-steer and conicity components of tire
side force and aligning moment are presented, together with the
pertaining formulae and description of the test methods used to
measure them.

Chapter 2 (at page 29): the effective axle cornering stiffness formula-
tion is extended in order to include the tire force offsets. The
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single-track vehicle model is introduced.

Chapter 3 (at page 39): the effect of tire characteristics on vehicle straight
motion is analyzed. The straight-driving expressions are described
and linked to the extended handling diagram theory.

Chapter 4 (at page 47): an expression for the steering torque as func-
tion of tire characteristics is obtained, and combined with the ex-
tended handling diagram theory.

Chapter 5 (at page 53): different test methods for the analysis of ve-
hicle pull are described. A section is dedicated to the on-center
handling evaluation.

Chapter 6 (at page 61): the effects of road cross slope are thoroughly
described.

Chapter 7 (at page 67): contributions of wheel alignment and tire char-
acteristics to straight-driving steering angle, steering torque and
vehicle attitude are examined.

The second part is dedicated to the numerical simulations, with
discussion of the results and comparison between analytical expres-
sions, MATLAB R© single-track model and MSC ADAMS full-vehicle
model:

Chapter 8 (at page 77): the available data, referred to four different
sets of tires, are presented together with test driver’s subjective
feedback.

Chapter 9 (at page 83): the analytical expressions and MATLAB R© single-
track model are validated by means of null steer test simulations
performed with MSC ADAMS full-vehicle model.

Chapter 10 (at page 97): the analytical expressions for straight-driving
slip angles, vehicle attitude and steering torque are validated by
comparison with fixed control test simulations performed with
MSC ADAMS full-vehicle model.

Chapter 11 (at page 103): an adapted weave test is considered to study
on-center handling, and simulations are performed both with
MATLAB R© single-track model and MSC ADAMS full-vehicle model.
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The results are combined with the analytically computed steer-
ing torque offset, showing a relationship between tire character-
istics and vehicle on-center handling.

Chapter 12 (at page 113): the contributions of wheel alignment, high-
lighted in chapter 7, are discussed numerically.

Finally, in the Appendix (at page 127) further details are provided
on sign conventions adopted and on vehicle and tire parameters.
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Part I

Analytical part

"There should be no combination of events for
which the wit of man cannot conceive an

explanation."
- Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,

The Valley of Fear (1915)
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Chapter 1

Ply-steer and conicity

Pull forces, as they are called by Pottinger [1], are inherent offsets of
tire side force Fy and aligning moment Mz, exhibited when the tire
is not steered nor cambered. Shift terms such as SHy, SVy and Mzr0 -
appearing in Magic Formulae (Pacejka [7]) - are representative of these
characteristics.

These offsets may cause a tire-associated vehicle pull issue, when
the driver needs to apply a discernible correcting effort (steering torque)
in order for the vehicle to run straight ahead [1]. The tire-generated
free rolling pull became particularly relevant when the radial ply tire
became the predominant type of construction [1, 4–6].

Ply-steer and conicity are the two characteristically different sources
and components of the side force and aligning moment offsets, that
can be related to tire non-uniformities or anisotropies. This chapter is
committed to the description of ply-steer and conicity contributions,
and to the introduction of the test methods and formulae aimed at
their assessment.

The sign conventions adopted in this work for tire’s lateral force
Fy, aligning moment Mz and lateral slip angle α are reported in the
Appendix, and are consistent with the Pacejka’s modified SAE [7], with
z-axis directed downwards.

1.1 Pure ply-steer

A tire without conicity but only ply-steer exhibits the same behav-
ior (same direction of side force) when it is assembled flipped (or re-
versed) on the rim, while an opposite side force is obtained when the
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rolling direction is inverted (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Pure ply-steer: effects of rim assembly and rolling direction
(adapted from Pacejka [7]).

The physical interpretation or explanation of this characteristic is
beyond the intent of this work. In literature, the sources of ply-steer
are mainly identified within two aspects:

• Tire as a composite structure: a contribution derives from the
construction of belt layers, which are placed between the carcass
and the tread (see Figure 1.2). They are composed of coating
rubber with alternate stacking of non-anchored steel cords, with
opposite angles with respect to the tire meridian plane, in order
to resist side forces [22].

Figure 1.2: Radial ply pneumatic tire structure (from [22] and [23]).

Pottinger [1,4] described the belt layers’ effect using the classical
laminated composite theory. The same approach was adopted
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in [6], comparing theoretical predictions with experimental mea-
surements. Moreover, the results of an experimental analysis on
the effects of belt related parameters [5] were in line with the
laminated composite theory.

• Tire tread: a considerable contribution to ply-steer is provided
by the tread pattern and design. This aspect was not included
in [4,6,24], but an experimental analysis performed by Matyja [5]
pointed out the effect of tread pattern on ply-steer characteris-
tics, confirmed by Toyo Tire & Rubber Co., Ltd. studies [9, 10].
Moreover, a FEM analysis [8] studied the effects of the tread pat-
tern alone: it confirmed that the shape and the location of tread
blocks have a strong influence on the Ply-steer Residual Aligning
Torque (PRAT).

Thus, ply-steer is considered a deterministic feature, related to the
inherent structural design of a specific tire.

The ply-steer is also called pseudo slip angle, since the effect is similar
to a tire rolling with a small slip angle αply on a belt.
It provides a contribution to the aligning moment with the same sign
of the one given by side slip.

The corresponding peculiar footprint and force diagrams are re-
ported respectively in Figure 1.3 and in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.3: Pure ply-steer: skewed footprint on a frictionless surface
[7].
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Figure 1.4: Pure ply-steer: side force diagrams (adapted from Pacejka
[7]).
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1.2 Pure conicity

A tire without ply-steer but only conicity exhibits the same behavior
(same direction of side force) when it is rolled in the opposite direction,
while an opposite side force is obtained when it is assembled flipped
on the rim (Figure 1.5).

Conicity is mainly due to finite manufacturing process precision,
producing differential belt constraint, making the belt band conical to-
wards the more constrained side, and thus deviating from nominal de-
sign [1]. It can therefore be considered a random characteristic among
a specific design tire. However, a certain conicity contribution can be
a design controlled parameter, e.g. by means of the nylon belt [22]
(see Figure 1.2) or with intentional differential belt constraint as in the
Michelin XAS tire [25], with the aim of compensating for suspension
alignment effects [4].

Figure 1.5: Pure conicity: effects of rim assembly and rolling direction
(adapted from Pacejka [7]).

The conicity is also called pseudo camber, since the effect is similar
to a cambered wheel with camber angle γcon. It provides a contribu-
tion to the aligning moment with opposite sign with respect to the one
given by side slip.

The corresponding peculiar footprint and force diagrams are re-
ported respectively in Figure 1.6 and in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.6: Pure conicity: curved footprint on a frictionless surface [7].

Figure 1.7: Pure conicity: side force diagrams (adapted from Pacejka
[7]).
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1.3 Combined ply-steer and conicity

A tire with both conicity and ply-steer presents characteristic diagram
(side force-side slip) shifted according to Figure 1.8. The footprint is
a combination of skewed and curved footprints respectively of pure
ply-steer and pure conicity (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.8: Combined ply-steer and conicity: side force diagram
(adapted from Pacejka [7]).

Figure 1.9: Combined ply-steer and conicity: footprint on a frictionless
surface [7].

A qualitative example of the statistical distribution of ply-steer and
conicity components is reported in Figure 1.10. It is referred to side
force Fy contributions for a right-hand traffic country: in a left-hand
traffic country the belt layup and tread band are reversed, thus the ply-
steer contribution has opposite sign. One can observe that ply-steer is
a more deterministic component, while conicity can be considered a
random characteristic within a tire specification. Therefore, tires are
usually sorted by conicity value [5].
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Figure 1.10: Qualitative example of statistical distribution of ply-steer
and conicity side force contributions, referred to a right-hand traffic
country (adapted from [1]).

1.4 Ply-steer and conicity as equivalent side
slip and camber angles

An approach implemented by Pacejka [7], assumes that ply-steer can
be considered as an equivalent side-slip αply and conicity as an equiv-
alent camber γcon (Figure 1.11). In this way, the effect of ply-steer and
conicity can be introduced into the effective axle cornering stiffness in
a compact and effective fashion. The linear dependence (coefficients or
slopes) between side force Fy and aligning torque Mz with slip angle
α and camber γ is assumed to be the same for these equivalent small
angles.

From Figure 1.11, the equivalent camber angle and side slip angle
can be obtained by means of geometrical considerations:

γcon =
αFM0

CMγ
CMα

+
CFγ
CFα

αply = ∆α0 − ∆αγ = ∆α0 −
CFγ

CFα
γcon

(1.1)

The parameters appearing in the formulae and in Figure 1.11 can
be expressed in terms of Magic Formula shifts [7]:

∆α0 =
Fy0

CFα
= SHf|(ϕ=0,γ=0) (1.2)
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Figure 1.11: Conicity (top) and ply-steer (bottom) equivalent angles
[7].

αFM0 =
Fy0

CFα
+
Mz0

CMα
=
Mzr0

CMα

where
Mzr0 = Dr0 = FzR0(qDz6 + qDz7 dfz) · λMr
CMα = Kzα0 = Dt0Kyα|γ=0

(1.3)

Camber coefficients for force (CFγ) and aligning moment (CMγ) are
not provided as test results, but have to be estimated. According to
Pacejka [7], it is possible to define them as:

CFγ = c5 · Fz

CMγ = c6 ·
(wtire/2)

2

reff
· CFκ = c6 ·

(wtire/2)
2

reff
· (c8 · Fz)

(1.4)

where c5, c6 and c8 are coefficients, wtire is the width of tire contact
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patch (assumed constant), reff = Vx
Ω

is the effective rolling radius and
CFκ is the longitudinal slip stiffness.

For small camber angles γ (as expected in this work), side force
camber coefficient CFγ can be assumed approximately equal to normal
force Fz, so c5 ≈ 1.

Examples of values for the remaining coefficients can be found in
literature [7]:

• c6 = 0.3

• c8 = 15

The tire footprint widthwtire is estimated according to the formula
reported in [26]. For 205/50 R17 tires:

wtire ≈ (−0.004 ·AR+ 1.03) · SN = 170.15 mm (1.5)

The effective rolling radius can be estimated according to [27] as:

reff = rΩ −
Fz0

kt

[
Freff ·

Fz

Fz0
+Dreff · arctan

(
Breff

Fz

Fz0

)]
= 310.5 mm

(1.6)
where Fz is the vertical load on the wheel, rΩ the free tire radius, ro the
unloaded outer radius and kt the tire stiffness.

More details pertaining to these estimations are reported in the Ap-
pendix.

1.5 Tire pull

When driving on a straight line, different cases can be examined on
the effect of ply-steer and conicity, by considering the lateral forces
and aligning moments they are causing. For simplicity, only the cases
concerning equal front tires are discussed, with equal rear tires free of
either ply-steer or conicity:

• Ideal tires: when driving straight neither side forces nor aligning
moments are generated at α = 0. This case is represented in
Figure 1.12a.

• Ply-steer: the equally directed side forces are compensated by
side slip angle of the front axle (provided by steering). This is the
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situation where both Fy and Mz are null for the same slip angle,
thus no residual aligning torque is left. This case is represented
in Figure 1.12b.

• Opposite conicity: side force and aligning moment are opposite
and thus compensating at α = 0. This case is represented in
Figure 1.12c.

• Same-side conicity: for ΣFy = 0, the residual torque Mzr0 has
to be compensated by an opposite steering torque to maintain
a straight path (tire pull). This Mzr0 is the Residual Aligning
Torque often called RAT in literature [1, 5, 16]. This case is repre-
sented in Figure 1.12d.

(a) Ideal front tires. (b) Front tires with ply-steer.

(c) Front tires with opposite conicity. (d) Front tires with same-side conicity.

Figure 1.12: Different tire pull cases.

Another simplified case can be considered, when also the rear axle
is equipped with tires having the same ply-steer characteristics of the
front tires. The whole vehicle will have a non-null attitude, equal to
the side slip angle where the lateral forces and aligning moments are
null, as represented in Figure 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: Front and rear tires with same ply-steer case.
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1.6 Ply-steer and conicity: tire test methods

There are two methods to test the tires with the aim of measuring the
ply-steer and conicity related components [1], by employing continu-
ous flat belt tire test systems (as the one represented in Figure 1.14).

Figure 1.14: MTS Flat-Trac R© Tire Test Systems [28].

• Flipped assembly on rim: the tire can be tested mounted alterna-
tively on the two sides. Thus, rotation direction is not changed,
while the assembly on rim is reversed.

The "right" side is conventionally identified with the one for which
the conicity force Fcon is defined positive when directed as the y-
axis in Figure 1.15.

Ply-steer and conicity components of forces and moments can
therefore be computed according to Figure 1.16 as:

Fply =
Fy0,right + Fy0,left

2

Fcon =
Fy0,right − Fy0,left

2

(1.7)
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Figure 1.15: Flipped assembly on rim test [1].

Mply =
Mz0,right +Mz0,left

2

Mcon =
Mz0,right −Mz0,left

2

(1.8)

• Reverse direction of rotation: the tire can be tested rotating al-
ternatively in clockwise and counterclockwise direction. Thus,
the assembly on rim is not changed, while rotation direction is
reversed, as portrayed in Figure 1.17. This is the easiest testing
method of the two, since it does not require to remove the tire
from the rim or from the testing machine, but just to invert the
direction of motion of the belt (see Figure 1.14).

Ply-steer and conicity components of forces and moments can
therefore be computed according to Figure 1.18 as:

Fply =
Fy0,FWD − Fy0,BWD

2

Fcon =
Fy0,FWD + Fy0,BWD

2

(1.9)

Mply =
Mz0,FWD +Mz0,BWD

2

Mcon =
Mz0,FWD −Mz0,BWD

2

(1.10)

It is important to notice that the two test methods provide equiv-
alent results, as stated in [1], unless tire has directional tread. As pre-
viously discussed, tread design and geometry have substantial effect
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Figure 1.16: Side force and aligning moment: ply-steer and conicity
components (flipped assembly on rim test).

on tire force shifts. In this case, tire must be tested with the flipped
assembly on rim test in order to obtain the characteristics for left and
right wheels.

1.7 PRAT and CRAT: residual aligning torques

The Ply-steer Residual Aligning Torque (PRAT) and Conicity Residual
Aligning Torque (CRAT) are defined as:

PRAT =Mply + CMα ·
Fply

CFα

CRAT =Mcon + CMα ·
Fcon

CFα

(1.11)
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Figure 1.17: Reverse direction of rotation test [1].

PRAT and CRAT can be modified with specific tire thread design.
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Figure 1.18: Side force and aligning moment: ply-steer and conicity
components (reverse direction of rotation test).
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Figure 1.19: Ply-steer and Conicity Residual Aligning Torques (namely
PRAT and CRAT).
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Chapter 2

Effective axle cornering stiffness
with ply-steer and conicity

Suspension kinematics and elastokinematics, together with compli-
ances from steering system or rolling contributions, are parameters af-
fecting the so-called effective axle cornering stiffness. The description and
computations from Mastinu [21] and Pacejka [7] are here integrated
with the ply-steer and conicity equivalent angles described in chap-
ter 1.

Hereon, the study will be referred to a single-track vehicle model,
as the one represented in Figure 2.6.

2.1 Approximated force and moment charac-
teristics

In this analysis, small slip angles are expected, which are referred to
the effect of tire shifts on straight driving. Therefore, side force Fy can
be considered linearly dependent on two variables, namely slip an-
gle α and camber γ, and normal load parameter Fz (a hint on this is
reported in the Appendix):

Fy = CFα(Fz) · α+ CFγ(Fz) · γ (2.1)

With Taylor’s series expansion arrested at first order, it is possible
to linearize the coefficients’ dependence on load transfer ∆Fz, in the
neighborhood of the tire nominal load Fz0 (ξγ = 1 1

rad
can be consid-
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ered):

CFα = CFα0 +

(
∂CFα

∂Fz

∣∣∣∣
Fz0

)
· ∆Fz = CFα0 + ξα · ∆Fz

CFγ = CFγ0 +

(
∂CFγ

∂Fz

∣∣∣∣
Fz0

)
· ∆Fz = CFγ0 + ξγ · ∆Fz

(2.2)

2.2 Steady-state cornering

Hereon, the subscript i is used to distinguish between the front axle
(i = 1) and the rear axle (i = 2). The steady-state cornering condition,
with centripetal acceleration ay = v2x/R, is considered to introduce
some effects, that are described as follows. In this way, it is possible to
obtain algebraic expressions for roll and load transfer as functions of
lateral acceleration (or side forces).

2.2.1 Roll angle

With moment equilibrium around roll axis (refer to Figure 2.6):

(kϕ1 + kϕ2) ·ϕ−mgh ′ · sinϕ+mayh
′ · cosϕ = 0

introducing the small angle approximation, the roll angle can be writ-
ten as:

ϕ =
−h ′

kϕ1 + kϕ2 −mgh ′
·may =

−h ′

kϕ1 + kϕ2 −mgh ′
· l

l− ai
Fy,i (2.3)

The center of gravity elevation h ′ with respect to the roll axis can
be computed from geometrical considerations on Figure 2.1, with hG
representing the center of gravity height with respect to the ground:

h ′ = hG −
a1h2 + a2h1

l
(2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Center of gravity elevation with respect to roll axis.

2.2.2 Load transfer

With moment equilibrium around a wheel’s contact point in the rolling
vehicle scheme of Figure 2.2:

−mhi
l− ai
l
· ay + kϕi ·ϕ+ ∆Fzi · 2si = 0

substituting the expression of roll angle conveyed by Equation 2.3, the
load transfer on each axle can be computed:

Figure 2.2: Load transfer on single axle.
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∆Fzi = mayσi = Fy,i
l

l− ai
σi

σi =
1

2si

(
kϕi

kϕ1 + kϕ2 −mgh ′
h ′ +

l− ai
l

hi

) (2.5)

2.2.3 Static camber and toe

Initial angles for toe and camber are reported with their positive con-
ventions respectively in Figure 2.3 and 2.4.

Figure 2.3: Static toe sign con-
vention.

Figure 2.4: Static camber sign
convention.

2.3 Elastokinematics contributions to corner-
ing stiffness

Several contributions are highlighted in [7, 21] that are affecting the
actual slip and camber angles.

• Imposed steering angle: wheels are rotated around king-pins.
The average rotation angle δ is produced by means of a rotation
of the steering wheel δsw. The two angles are related by the aver-
age steering ratio nst:

δ =
δsw

nst
(2.6)

• Roll-induced steering and camber angles: roll angle ϕ can con-
tribute through suspension kinematics to steering angle and cam-
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ber, with the assumed linear relationships:

Ψr,i = εi ·ϕ
γr,i = τi ·ϕ

(2.7)

• Suspension compliance: elastic elements in the suspension (e.g.
bushings) can cause an additional steering angle under the action
of the lateral force:

Ψsf,i = csf,i · Fy,i (2.8)

• Steer compliance: side force exerts an external torque about the
king-pin axis, with a moment arm given by caster length n and
pneumatic trail t0. This can give rise to an additional steering
angle by means of the total steering stiffness around the king-
pins cΨ1:

Ψc,1 = −
Fy,1(n− t0)

cΨ1
(2.9)

The pneumatic trail for the axle can be obtained as the mean be-
tween left and right wheels’ pneumatic trails, that are defined
as:

t0 = −
CMα

CFα
(2.10)

• Ply-steer and conicity: as already mentioned in chapter 1, ply-
steer and conicity can be expressed respectively as an equivalent
side slip angle αply and an equivalent camber angle γcon. The
related definitions are reported in Equation 1.1.

They can be seen as an alternative way of expressing the tire’s
side force and aligning moment shifts (appearing in Magic For-
mulae [7]).

2.4 Effective axle cornering stiffness with same
left and right characteristics

It is recalled that the analysis is referred to a single-track vehicle model
(see Figure 2.6), that is manipulated in order to consider distinct left
and right tires’ contributions.

The virtual slip angle αai is introduced accounting for the average
wheel slip angle (the average refers to left and right tire, lumped into
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a single equivalent tire) and the previously introduced contributions.
The virtual slip angle is defined as the angle between the direction
of motion of the axle i for low speed (thus Fyi → 0) and the actual
direction of motion [7]:

αai = αi − Ψr,i − Ψsf,i − Ψc,i (2.11)

Figure 2.5: Virtual slip angle αai.

The effective camber is just influenced by the roll-induced contri-
bution:

γi = γr,i (2.12)

From Equation 2.1, and including the equivalent angles representa-
tive of ply-steer and conicity, the lateral forces for left and right wheel
of each axle are:

Fy,iL = (CFα,i0L + ξα,i∆Fz,i)(αi − Ψi0 + αply,iL)+

+(CFγ,i0L + ξγ,i∆Fz,i)(γr,i − γi0 + γcon,iL)

Fy,iR = (CFα,i0R − ξα,i∆Fz,i)(αi + Ψi0 + αply,iR)+

+(CFγ,i0R − ξγ,i∆Fz,i)(γr,i + γi0 + γcon,iR)

(2.13)

where the sign of static toe Ψi0 and camber γi0 for left and right tires
depends on the sign convention represented in Figures 2.3-2.4.

It is possible to introduce the mean value between left and right
tire’s cornering stiffness and camber coefficient for each i-axle as:

CFα,i0 =
CFα,i0L + CFα,i0R

2

CFγ,i0 =
CFγ,i0L + CFγ,i0R

2

(2.14)
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Thus, the axle lateral force is:

Fy,i = Fy,iL + Fy,iR (2.15)

The effective axle cornering stiffness is defined as the slope of the
lateral force-virtual slip angle diagram, slightly different from Pace-
jka’s definition [7], since the curve is not passing through the origin:

Ceff,i =
dFy,i

dαai
(2.16)

The derivative is a total derivative, since the only variable left is
αai: the effects of camber and load transfer have been included in the
effective cornering stiffness. By substituting Equations 2.3-2.11 into
Equation 2.15, the effective axle cornering stiffness, accounting also
for ply-steer and conicity effect, is:

C∗eff,i =
2CFα,i0

1+ Croll,i − Csusp,i + Csteer,i + C∗∆Fz,i
(2.17)

The superscript ∗ highlights the terms which are modified with re-
spect to the dissertation of [7,21], in order to take into account the role
played by ply-steer and conicity. The terms of Equation 2.17 are de-
fined as:

Croll,i =
2l

l− ai
· h ′

kϕ1 + kϕ2 −mgh ′
(εiCFα,i0 + τiCFγ,i0) (2.18)

Csusp,i = 2CFα,i0 · csf,i (2.19)

Csteer,i = 2CFα,i0 ·
ni − t0,i
cΨ,i

(2.20)

The coefficient C∗∆Fz,i is defined in [30]1.
The effective axle side force can thus be expressed as:

Fy,i = C
∗
eff,i · αai + Fy0,i (2.21)

The force vertical shift Fy0,i can be written as:

Fy0,i = C
∗
eff,i · [Ψi0 ·Ai + γi0 · Bi + Ci] (2.22)

where:
1Some equations are not explicitly reported due to pending publication.
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Ai is a coefficient which is non-null when cornering stiffness of left
and right tires of the i-axle are different

Bi is a coefficient which is non-null when camber coefficient of left and
right tires of the i-axle are different

Ci is a coefficient related to the lateral force shifts of i-axles’ tires.

The explicit form of Equation 2.22 is reported in [30]1. This equation is
meaningful, because it gives evidence to the fact that the toe angle does
influence the lateral force at null lateral slip angle α, in case left and
right tires have different cornering stiffness, as it is expressed in [17].

The effect of wheel alignment tolerance (with different left and
right side toe and camber) has been studied in [12], but considering
equal left and right tire characteristics.

2.5 Effective axle cornering stiffness in a sim-
ple vehicle model

A single-track (or bicycle) roll axis vehicle model [7] is presented in
this section. It has four degrees of freedom (longitudinal velocity u,
lateral velocity v, yaw rate r and roll angle ϕ).

The number of degrees of freedom is reduced to three in case the
longitudinal velocity u is considered constant (or quasi-static), as in
this work. It considers roll dynamics and no pitch dynamics. It can
accommodate separated tire slip forces and moments.

Steering angle δ, slip angles α, roll angle ϕ and roll axis inclination
θ are assumed to remain small.

The complete equations of motion as in Pacejka [7] are reported in
Equation 2.23.
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↙ u : m (u̇− rv− h ′ϕṙ− 2h ′rϕ̇) = Fx1 − Fy1δ+ Fx2↖ v : m
(
v̇+ ru+ h ′ϕ̈− h ′r2ϕ

)
= Fx1δ+ Fy1 + Fy2

y r : Izṙ+ (Izθr − Ixz) ϕ̈−mh ′ (u̇− rv)ϕ =

a1Fx1δ+ a1Fy1 +Mz1 − a2Fy2 +Mz2

x ϕ :
(
Ix +mh

′2) ϕ̈+mh ′ (v̇+ ru) + (Izθr − Ixz) ṙ−

−
(
mh ′2 + Iy − Iz

)
r2ϕ+ (cϕ1 + cϕ2) ϕ̇+

+(kϕ1 + kϕ2 −mgh
′)ϕ = 0

(2.23)

Figure 2.6: Simple vehicle model (adapted from Pacejka [7]).

The steady-state (or the quasi-steady-state) turning behavior of the
vehicle can be analyzed using the simple single-track (or bicycle) model,
as discussed in [7]. The simple model does not account for elastokine-
matics in the suspension and steering systems, nor for the load trans-
fer and body roll. These effects can be considered by adopting the
effective axle cornering stiffness C∗eff,i, introduced in this chapter, as
represented qualitatively in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Effective i-axle cornering stiffness (adapted from [7]).

Hereon, virtual side slip angles αai will be called αi for sake of
simplicity.
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Chapter 3

Tire effect on vehicle straight mo-
tion

Developing from the study of Lee [16], the ply-steer and conicity ef-
fects previously discussed are considered together with the simple ve-
hicle model introduced in section 2.5. In this chapter, the effect of tire
characteristics on vehicle straight motion is analyzed, with a link to
the impact on the handling diagram theory.

If si · |r|� u then vx ≈ u. Thus, axles’ slip angles are defined as [7]:

α1 = δ−
v+ a1r

u

α2 = −
v− a2r

u

(3.1)

The steering angle δ is obtained from the difference between the
front and the rear slip angles (defined in Equation 3.1):

α1 − α2 = δ− l
r

u
= δ−

l

R
= δ− δ0 (3.2)

where R is the curve radius in circular driving.
When driving straight, the following conditions are valid:

• r = 0, ṙ = 0

• v̇ = 0

• ϕ̇ = 0, ϕ̈ = 0
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The lateral acceleration ay = v̇+ ru is therefore null. Its expression can
be derived as:

−→a = u̇̂i+ v̇̂j+ (rk̂)∧ [u, v, 0] =

= (u̇− rv)̂i+ (v̇+ ru)̂j = (ax)̂i+ (ay)̂j
(3.3)

Thus, the equations of motion of the simple vehicle model (which
have been introduced in Equation 2.23) simplify:{↖ v : Fx1δ+ Fy1 + Fy2 = 0

y r : a1Fx1δ+ a1Fy1 +Mz1 − a2Fy2 +Mz2 = 0
(3.4)

From Equation 2.21, the side forces expression is here reported:

Fy,i = C
∗
eff,i · αi + Fy0,i (3.5)

Moreover, the linear aligning moment characteristics are defined
as:

Mz,i = −CMα,i · αi +Mz0,i

where:
− CMα,i = −(CMα,iL + CMα,iR)

Mz0,i =Mz0,iL +Mz0,iR

(3.6)

The effect of the longitudinal tire forces Fxi is neglected: the tire pull
effect is analyzed in this case during a coast straight running, in neutral
gear. By substituting Equations 3.5 and 3.6 into Equation 3.4, the side
slip angles for front and rear axle can be obtained (the full derivation
and explicit expressions are reported in [30]1). Actually, the offsets and
stiffness related to aligning moment are considerably smaller (at least
one order of magnitude for both) than the ones related to side force.
Therefore, the side slip angles can be approximated as:

• Straight motion front slip angle:

α1,st ≈ −
Fy0,1

C∗eff,1
(3.7)

• Straight motion rear slip angle:

α2,st ≈ −
Fy0,2

C∗eff,2
(3.8)

1Some equations are not explicitly reported due to pending publication.
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Henceforth, the subscript st is used to indicate the straight-motion con-
dition. This solution corresponds to Equation 3.4 without the moments
Mz1 and Mz2, which appear to provide a negligible contribution. The
characteristics of each i-axle are qualitatively represented in Figure 3.1.

From Equation 3.2, the steering angle δst when driving straight
(δ0 = l

R
= 0) is computed as the difference between front and rear

slip angles:

• Straight motion steering angle:

δst ≈ −
Fy0,1

C∗eff,1
+
Fy0,2

C∗eff,2
(3.9)

Figure 3.1: Axle i side force and aligning moment in the straight mo-
tion condition.

The attitudeβ of the vehicle can be computed by applying the sinus
theorem to the scheme of Figure 3.2, assuming small angles:

R

a2
=
sin

(
π
2
− α2

)
sin (β+ α2)

≈ 1

β+ α2

β = −α2 +
a2

R

(3.10)

Therefore, for the straight motion condition, each axle has an ap-
proximately null side force Fyi,st and a non-null residual aligning mo-
mentMzi,st:

Fyi,st = C
∗
eff,i · αi,st + Fy0,i ≈ 0

Mzi,st = −CMα,i · αi,st +Mz0,i

(3.11)

In the simplest case, with equal left and right tire characteristics
and C∗eff,i = 2CFα,i0, the residual aligning moment can be computed
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Figure 3.2: Vehicle attitude during circular driving (scheme adapted
from [21]).

from the value of PRAT of the single front tires. The value depends
on the tires’ assembly configuration, but in the simplest case Mz1,st is
related to the value 2 · PRAT1 (refer to Equation 1.11).
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3.1 Handling diagram

The results of Equations 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 can be examined from the
point of view of the handling diagram theory [7, 21], in its version in-
cluding also tires’ aligning moments.

Figure 3.3: Single-track model, forces and moments during steady-
state cornering (adapted from [7] and [21]).

With reference to Figure 3.3, it is possible to write moment equilib-
rium around the front and rear tires’ contact points:{

Fy1 · l = may · a2 − (Mz1 +Mz2)

Fy2 · l = may · a1 + (Mz1 +Mz2)
(3.12)

By dividing the two equations respectively formga2 andmga1 and
substituting the normal forces on the axles

Fzi = mg(l− ai)/l (3.13)

the axle characteristics are obtained as:{
Fy1+(Mz1+Mz2)/l

Fz1
= ay

g
= µ1

Fy2−(Mz1+Mz2)/l

Fz2
= ay

g
= µ2

(3.14)

By substituting Equations 3.5 and 3.6 into Equation 3.14, the slip
angles for straight motion α1,st and α2,st (expressed in Equations 3.7
and 3.8) represent the solution of the system 3.14 for null lateral accel-
eration ay = 0 (µi = 0).
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The linear handling diagram can be represented with Equation 3.14,
and will have an offset with respect to the origin due to ply-steer and
conicity characteristics.

In order to build the linear handling diagram (valid for small lat-
eral accelerations), the side slip and steering angles can be computed
as function of µ = ay/g. The full derivation of the handling diagram
equations is reported in [30]. Again, the terms related to aligning mo-
ment play a negligible role with respect to the ones related to side
force, and can thus be disregarded. The side slip angles and steering
angle can be expressed as linear functions of the lateral acceleration:

• Front side slip angle:

α1 = Kα1 · µ+ α1,st (3.15)

• Rear side slip angle:

α2 = Kα2 · µ+ α2,st (3.16)

• Steering angle: the angle δ0 = l
R

of Equation 3.2 can be expressed
as function of lateral acceleration µ = ay/g. By introducing the
centripetal acceleration ay = u2

R
:

δ0 =
l

R
=

(
l · g
u2

)
· ay
g

=

(
l · g
u2

)
· µ (3.17)

δ = δ0 + α1 − α2 =

= Kδ · µ+ δst =

=

(
Kα1 − Kα2 +

l · g
u2

)
· µ+ (α1,st − α2,st)

(3.18)

The explicit form of the coefficients can be found in [30], and is omitted
here for publication’s sake.

The handling diagram can be constructed starting from the two
axles’ characteristics (expressed in Equations 3.15 and 3.16), for all µ
values. The left-hand side line in Figure 3.4 is given by the subtraction
α1 − α2, according to Equation 3.18.
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Figure 3.4: Handling diagram: construction starting from the two
axles’ characteristics.

With the handling diagram it is possible to obtain, for each steady-
state cornering condition (described by the combination of lateral ac-
celeration ay = µ ·g, velocity V and curve radius R), the steering angle
δ required for the vehicle with the given axles characteristics. The cor-
respondence is qualitatively indicated in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Handling diagram: steering angle corresponding to se-
lected steady-state cornering conditions.

Moreover, for each condition selected (parameters indicated over-
lined in the following), it is possible to compute the corresponding slip
angles αi as function of the lateral acceleration µ, and thus the corre-
sponding axle side force Fyi and aligning moment Mzi, as represented
qualitatively in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Handling diagram: slip angle and axle characteristics cor-
responding to a selected steady-state cornering condition (indicated
overlined).

Therefore, it is possible to effectively express the axle characteris-
tics, namely side force Fyi and aligning momentMzi, as function of the
lateral acceleration ay. From Equations 3.6, 3.11, 3.15 and 3.16, it is
possible to write:

Fyi = C
∗
eff,i ·

(
ay

g
· Kαi + αi,st

)
+ Fy0,i

Mzi = −CMα,i ·
(
ay

g
· Kαi

)
+Mzi,st

(3.19)

These two equations are represented qualitatively in Figure 3.7 for the
front axle case (i = 1). Since α1,st ≈ −

Fy0,1
C∗
eff,1

, the axle side force is ap-
proximately null for null lateral acceleration (Fy,1 ≈ 0 for ay = 0).
Hence, the Fy1 line is represented passing through the origin in Fig-
ure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Axle characteristics as function of lateral acceleration in
steady-state cornering condition.
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Chapter 4

Steering torque

The steering torque dependence on tire characteristics is analyzed in
this chapter.

Side forces and aligning moments of the front tires are sensed as a
steering torque feedback by the driver.

Figure 4.1: Scheme of steering characteristics [31–33].

The aligning momentsMz1,L andMz1,R are transmitted to the steer-
ing system together with the side forces Fy1,L and Fy1,R, having a mo-
ment arm given by the caster offset (or caster trail) n. This caster offset
n is defined as the distance between the wheel center and the intersec-
tion between the king-pin axis line and the ground (in the side view).
A scheme adapted from Mitschke [31] is represented in Figure 4.1.
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The following work is based on the hypothesis of steady-state cor-
nering, with no dynamic components considered. Moreover, for the
situation under investigation (high speed and small steering angles),
the total steering ratio nst and the caster trail n can be considered con-
stant [34].

The torque on the steering linkage side of the steering gear is:

M∗S = (Fy1,L + Fy1,R) · n− (Mz1,L +Mz1,R) (4.1)

It has to be underlined that longitudinal forces Fxi are not introduced
in this work, even if they might have a significant effect: the focus is on
the tire pull, that can be observed also during a coast straight running,
in neutral gear.

The torque that the driver has to apply to steer or to hold the steer-
ing wheel is the steering feedback, transmitted from tires to steering
wheel via the steering system [2], and can be computed as:

MS =
M∗S

nst · VS
(4.2)

where nst is the total steering gear ratio, accounting both for steering
gear and linkage, and VS is the steering gain (or steering assistance ra-
tio) in case a power steering system is employed. This gain is inversely
dependent on vehicle’s velocity. For a highway driving condition, VS
can be assumed unitary [31], as corroborated by the analysis of Pfeffer
and Harrer [34].

4.1 Steering torque during steady-state corner-
ing

By merging Equations 4.1-4.2 and 3.19, it is possible to write the steer-
ing torque as function of the lateral acceleration µ = ay/g:

MS(µ) =
M∗S(µ)

nst · VS
=
Fy1 · n−Mz1

nst · VS
=

=
µ · Kα1 · (n · C∗eff,1 + CMα,1) + n · (C∗eff,1 · α1,st + Fy0,1) −Mz1,st

nst · VS
(4.3)

It emerges that it is possible to express all the tire-induced vehicle pull
quantities (namely steering torque MS, slip angles αi, vehicle attitude
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β and steering angle δ) as function of a same parameter, the normal-
ized lateral acceleration µ = ay/g. Therefore, Equations 3.15-3.18 and
4.3 may represent an effective method to evaluate and relate simulta-
neously the aforementioned quantities. As an example, it is possible
to invert Equation 4.3 to compute the value of µ for which the steering
torqueMS is null. Then, it is possible to compute the values of slip an-
gles (and thus tire side forces and aligning moments) for that µ value,
with the opportunity to easily monitor the quantities affecting vehicle
dynamics.

The steering torque MS can also be expressed as function of the
steering angle δ, using the relation between the latter and lateral accel-
eration shown in Equation 3.18.

As it can be observed from Equation 4.3, the steering torque has an
offset with respect to the origin (see Figure 4.2). This has an effect on
the so-called on-center feel [2]. With respect to the plot reported in Fig-
ure 4.3, the steering characteristic will show an offset, giving different
feelings to the driver when turning to one side or to the other. This
can be qualitatively observed in the different cases presented in Fig-
ures 4.4-4.5, where both steering angle δ and driver’s steering torque
MS are examined as function of lateral acceleration µ = ay/g, accord-
ing to Equations 4.3 and 3.18.

Figure 4.2: Steering torque MS as function of lateral acceleration ay
and steering angle δ.

To limit the shortcoming of different steering feels for the two turn-
ing directions, the offsets to be minimized are δst and M∗S,st =M

∗
S(µ =

0):
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Figure 4.3: On-center steering torque (from Gim [2]).

δst = α1,st − α2,st ≈ −
Fy0,1

C∗eff,1
+
Fy0,2

C∗eff,2
(4.4)

M∗S,st =M
∗
S(µ = 0) = −Mz1,st = CMα,1 · α1,st −Mz0,1 (4.5)

Moreover, the condition for which the vehicle has null attitude β
during straight motion is pursued. From Equation 3.10, this corre-
sponds to the condition:

βst = −α2,st ≈
Fy0,2

C∗eff,2
(4.6)
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Figure 4.4: Steering angle and steering torque for different lateral ac-
celerations: δst > 0,Mz1,st > 0.
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Figure 4.5: Steering angle and steering torque for different lateral ac-
celerations: δst < 0,Mz1,st < 0.
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Chapter 5

Test methods for vehicle pull ef-
fects

In this chapter, different test methods for road vehicles are discussed,
that can be used to analyze various manifestations of vehicle pull and
to examine on-center steering feel.

5.1 Trajectory simulation

In literature, mainly two different test methods to evaluate vehicle pull
effects are reported [1, 15, 35]:

1. Free control test:

• MS = 0

• δ 6= 0
• ∆y 6= 0

The vehicle is maintained at a constant velocity (usually u = 80

or 100 km/h). The steering wheel is released (MS = 0). The
amount of vehicle lateral deviation ∆y (called "drift" in literature
[2]) after 100 m from the point of steering wheel release (origin)
is an objective measure of one manifestation of the steering pull
problem. Examples of the allowable ranges for the amount of
lateral drift can be found in literature, such as ±1 m with road
cross slope of ϕr = 0.01 rad [15], although no unanimity exists.

2. Fixed control test:
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• MS 6= 0
• δ 6= 0
• ∆y = 0

The vehicle is maintained at a constant velocity (usually u = 80

or 100 km/h) on a straight path. The steering torque MS to be
applied by the driver is measured by means of a steering torque
sensor. This residual steering torque (or pull) is another exhibi-
tion of the vehicle pull problem.

A customer clinic study of an Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM), reported by Badiru [3], quantifies the relation between
steering pull and customers’ complaint cumulative percentage,
indicating a threshold of MS = 0.60Nm for the straight-driving
steering torque sensed at the steering wheel.

These two tests are easy to perform in real life, with sufficient accu-
racy and repeatability: they just require the driver to release the steer-
ing wheel or to follow a straight path. Pottinger [1] provides practi-
cal suggestions on how to perform these basic experiments in case of
cross-wind or road cross slope: for example, acquiring data back-to-
back in both directions of travel allows to remove the external factors
whose effect is not of interest, or to isolate them.

A third kind of test is introduced in this work, which is easier to
simulate using equations of motion or models that have as inputs the
longitudinal velocity u and the steering input δ (e.g. the single-track
vehicle model represented by Equation 2.23):

3. Null steer test:

• MS 6= 0
• δ = 0
• ∆y 6= 0

The vehicle is maintained at a constant velocity (u = 100 km/h)
with steering wheel held fixed δsw = 0 (input δ = 0). The amount
of vehicle lateral drift ∆y after 100 m from the point of steering
wheel control (origin) can be considered an objective measure
of another manifestation of the steering pull problem. With this
kind of test, the size of steering wheel offset (or misalignment)
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can be indirectly evaluated, by examining the lateral deviation
produced.

The trajectory can be simulated with the steering wheel held fixed
(input δ), at the constant forward velocity u = 100 km/h.

The equations of motion adopted are a simplified version of Equa-
tion 2.23, since small angles are expected, with negligible roll angle
value and dynamics, and constant longitudinal velocity.{↖ v : v̇ = 1

m
(Fy1 + Fy2) − u · r

y r : ṙ = 1
Iz
(a1 · Fy1 +Mz1 − a2 · Fy2 +Mz2)

(5.1)

The slip angles are computed as in Equation 3.1, forces as in Equa-
tion 3.5 and moments as in Equation 3.6.

The trajectory is then obtained with Crank-Nicolson method:{
Xi+1 = Xi +

1
2

(
Ẋi+1 + Ẋi

)
· (ti+1 − ti)

Yi+1 = Yi +
1
2

(
Ẏi+1 + Ẏi

)
· (ti+1 − ti)

(5.2)

where {
Ẋ = u · cosΨ− v · sinΨ

Ẏ = u · sinΨ+ v · cosΨ
(5.3)

The deviation from the straight path after 100 m (see Figure 5.1),
with the fixed steering (input δ) from the origin at a constant velocity
of 100 km/h, is adopted as an index of the unbalance given by ply-
steer and conicity characteristics of tires.

The initial conditions can be set to simulate the situation in which
the vehicle is following a straight path before the origin, and the steer-
ing is fixed to the input value δ instantaneously when passing through
the origin at time t = 0:

• y(0) = 0
the lateral deviation is null at the origin.

• v(0) = βst · u
the lateral velocity v is equal to the product between the straight
motion vehicle attitude βst (defined in Equation 3.10) and the
longitudinal velocity u.
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• Ψ(0) = −βst = α2,st
the yaw angle is opposite to the straight motion vehicle attitude
βst, defined in Equation 3.10.

• r(0) = 0
the yaw rate is null during straight motion.

These initial conditions ensures that the slip angles α1 and α2 (defined
in Equation 3.1) are equal to the straight motion slip angles α1,st and
α2,st, with steering angle δ = δst.

Figure 5.1: Qualitative representation of null steer test (δ = 0) trajectory
simulation, global and local (vehicle’s) reference systems.

By selectively imposing a fixed steering angle δ = δ|MS=0 or δ = 0,
it is possible to simulate the trajectory respectively of a free control test
or of a null steer test.

5.2 On-center handling and steering feel

The steering feel can mainly be characterized by off-center and on-
center handling properties. A good on-center handling does not re-
quire the driver to apply many corrections and gives clear feedback in-
formation on how much intervention is required, processing driver’s
commands accurately [36–38]. This is particularly important for high-
way driving at high speed, and most of the time vehicles are driven
with moderate steering corrections [39].
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The ISO defines on-center handling as the ”description of steering "feel"
and precision of a vehicle during nominally straight-line driving and in nego-
tiating large radius bends at high speeds but low lateral accelerations”, rep-
resenting ”that part of the straight-line directional stability characteristics
of the vehicle existing at lateral acceleration levels, typically no greater than
1m/s2” [40]. Steering feel is a subjective perception of the driver, which
has noteworthy impact on automotive brand’s image, thus constitutes
a fundamental aspect of vehicle dynamics development.

There are many researches in literature on how to objectify on-
center handling with different testing methods and metrics [36–38,41].
An example of test method is the weave test [40], which consists in
applying an oscillatory steering wheel angle input (nominally sinu-
soidal) with constant vehicle’s speed. This is a fairly standardized test
method, employed among the others by General Motors Co. [37] and
Hyundai Motor Company [42]. An adapted version of the weave test has
been used in an analysis conducted by Salaani et al. [37].

Farrer [36, 37] proposed the description of three characteristics in
order to inspect on-center handling:

• Steering activity: identified by steering wheel angle δSW , steer-
ing wheel velocity δ̇SW and steering wheel torque MS. The steer-
ing activity should not be excessive for a good on-center han-
dling.

• Steering "feel": identified by steering friction, torque dead-band
and steering stiffness. The steering feel should be informative for
the driver to guarantee good on-center characteristics.

• Vehicle response: identified by response dead-band, yaw rate r
response and response time lag. The response of a vehicle with
good on-center handling should be precise.

Salaani et al. [37] conducted an extensive experimental investiga-
tion of steering feel performances. In particular, they proposed to char-
acterize the on-center behavior by means of three cross plots, one of
which is represented in Figure 5.2. The differences between the upper
and lower curves of the hysteresis were analyzed, with their relevance
to the driver feel. The hysteresis exhibited in the time domain cross
plots is due to vehicle response lag, inertia, friction and elasticities in
steering and suspension systems. Non-linearity, on the other hand, is
ascribable to unavoidable steering friction (steering gear and king-pin
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axis), steering system and bushing compliances, and power steering
assistance characteristics. The mentioned cross plot describes:

Steering torque-vehicle response (MS − ay) : this plot turns out to
be extremely useful for the objective characterization of the on-
center steering feel. Firstly, it allows to estimate the feel as the
torque gradient at null lateral acceleration value. Moreover, the
upper and lower curves of hysteresis - representing respectively
right and left turn - intersect the MS = 0 axis at different ay val-
ues, and vice-versa. This different behavior for left and right turn
can be attributed to asymmetries of vehicle and tires. Salaani et
al. define returnability as the lateral acceleration ay values (left
turn and right turn) when the steering torque MS is null: these
represent the dynamic status of the vehicle when the driver is not
feeling any torque from the steering system.

The steering torque-vehicle response plot is considered also by AVL
[35] for the development of a model-based optimization method-
ology of steering feel.

Figure 5.2: On-center handling experimental measures (from Salaani
et al. [37]).

A research on the influence of tire characteristics on vehicle on-
center steering was carried out by Hyundai Motor Company [42]. It con-
cluded that better on-center performances are obtained with larger tire
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aligning moment Mz at small slip angle of α = 1deg. Thus, the ef-
fects of tire structural design parameters, tread pattern shape and vis-
coelastic properties on aligning moment stiffness CMα were described,
with trade-off considerations with respect to cornering stiffness CFα.
However, no tire characteristics’ asymmetries were considered. More-
over, the resolution of tire measurements was probably too low, hav-
ing aligning moment Mz data for slip angles intervals of ∆α = 1deg:
that prevented from inspecting the effects of tire characteristics’ offsets
considered in this thesis.
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Chapter 6

Road cross slope effect

The effect of road cross slope on the aspects discussed so far is dealt
with in this chapter.

Roads are usually built with a slope in the cross section, to induce
precipitation water to flow out of the traveled way. Accumulated wa-
ter can cause problems such as aquaplaning. Estimations of the re-
quired slope depending on hydraulic permeability of the construction
and water discharge rate can be found in literature [43].

Different configurations of road cross slope (or crown) may be found,
as illustrated in the examples of Figure 6.1. A common one is the nor-
mal crown or centerline crown, where the road centerline is higher than
the sides, so that drainage flows out of road surface in the surround-
ings. For road design engineering, different standards and guidelines
can be found, indicating the proper geometry of different roads’ cross
section. An example from the Italian Ministero delle Infrastrutture e
dei Trasporti (Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport) is provided in Fig-
ure 6.2.

Cross slope is usually measured as percentage of height gain per
unit of horizontal distance, as illustrated in Figure 6.3, and can be com-
puted (with small angle approximation) as:

ic =
hr

br
· 100 = tanϕr · 100

tanϕr =
hr

br
≈ ϕr

(6.1)

The cross slope (or road camber) angle ϕr is normally small: in the
Italian regulations [45] the indicated value is ic ≥ 2.5% on all roads. In
the US [43, 46, 47] the most common value for highways is ic ≤ 2.0%.
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Figure 6.1: Road cross slope types [44].

Figure 6.2: Road cross section geometry measures (iC indicates cross
slope), adapted from [45].

Figure 6.3: Normal or centerline crown, cross slope scheme.

Road cross slope effects on the vehicle can be introduced consider-
ing induced roll angle ϕrv and static load transfer ∆Fzr,i.

6.1 Induced roll and load transfer

The cross slope angle ϕr of the road induces a roll angle ϕrv to the ve-
hicle body, that can be computed via the moment equilibrium around
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Figure 6.4: Scheme of vehicle on a sloped road.

roll axis, with a procedure similar to the one employed in chapter 2:

ϕrv · (kϕ1 + kϕ2) − h ′sinϕrv ·mgcosϕr − h ′cosϕrv ·mgsinϕr = 0

ϕrv ≈
h ′mg ·ϕr

kϕ1 + kϕ2 − h ′mg
(6.2)

where the small angle approximation has been introduced:

• sinϕr → ϕr

• sinϕrv → ϕrv

• cosϕr → 1

• cosϕrv → 1

The load transfer for the i-axle can be computed with moment equi-
librium as represented in Figure 6.4:

∆Fzr,i =
1

2si

[
h ′kϕi

kϕ1 + kϕ2 − h ′mg
+
l− ai
l

hi

]
·mgϕr (6.3)
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Therefore, the i-axle left (L) and right (R) wheel’s static load (normal
to the road surface) are:

Fz,iL,stat =
1

2

(
mg · l− ai

l

)
− ∆Fzr,i

Fz,iR,stat =
1

2

(
mg · l− ai

l

)
+ ∆Fzr,i

(6.4)

It has to be mentioned that the positive sign convention for the
road cross slope ϕr is consistent with right-side driving countries. For
left-side driving countries the road cross slope ϕr assumes a negative
value.

6.2 Effect on left and right tire characteristics

A road cross slope-induced load transfer between left and right side
of an axle changes the normal force applied on the tires. Therefore, it
has an influence on the actual value of the tire characteristics, in terms
of cornering stiffness CFα,i0L/R, aligning moment stiffness CMα,iL/R, side
force vertical shift Fy0,iL/R and aligning moment shiftMz0,iL/R.

In this work, the left and right normal forces calculated according
to Equation 6.4 are used to compute the actual left and right tire char-
acteristics, with a polynomial fit of the available data for the different
load conditions as explained in chapter 8. Then, the equations intro-
duced in chapters 2, 3, 5 and 4 are used with the left and right char-
acteristics computed for the actual tire loads, according to Equations
8.2-8.5.

6.3 Effect on handling diagram theory and straight
motion

Besides the modification of tire characteristics, an additional lateral
force component - directed as y-axis (refer to Figure 6.4) - has to be
introduced, due to the combined effect of road inclination and vehicle
weight. Starting from Equation 3.14, the additional term mgϕr · ai is
introduced:{

Fy1 · l+mgϕr · a2 = may · a2 − (Mz1 +Mz2)

Fy2 · l+mgϕr · a1 = may · a1 + (Mz1 +Mz2)
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With the same procedure adopted in chapter 3, observing the analogy
with the lateral acceleration term (may·ai), the system can be rewritten
as: {

Fy1+(Mz1+Mz2)/l

Fz1
+ϕr =

ay
g
= µ1

Fy2−(Mz1+Mz2)/l

Fz2
+ϕr =

ay
g
= µ2

(6.5)

Therefore, slip angles and steering angle can be expressed, adding
to Equations 3.15-3.18 the lateral force term given by road slope ϕr:

• Front side slip angle:

α1 = Kα1 · µ− Kα1 ·ϕr + α1,st (6.6)

• Rear side slip angle:

α2 = Kα2 · µ− Kα2 ·ϕr + α2,st (6.7)

• Steering angle:

δ = δ0 + α1 − α2 =

= Kδ · µ− (Kα1 − Kα2) ·ϕr + δst =

=

(
Kα1 − Kα2 +

l · g
u2

)
· µ− (Kα1 − Kα2) ·ϕr + (α1,st − α2,st)

(6.8)

The angles for straight-driving are obtained for µ = 0, thus the
additional term with ϕr has to be considered together with the terms
having the subscript st.

6.4 Effect on equations of motion

An additional force term has to be included in Equation 2.23, in the y-
axis force equilibrium (roll dynamics is not considered in this analysis):

↖ v : m
(
v̇+ ru+ h ′ϕ̈− h ′r2ϕ

)
= Fx1δ+ Fy1 + Fy2 +mgϕr (6.9)

The simplified version, neglecting roll dynamics and longitudinal tire
forces, is used in the differential equations for the computation of the
trajectory. Equation 5.1, including the road cross slope effect, becomes:{↖ v : v̇ = 1

m
(Fy1 + Fy2 +mgϕr) − ur

y r : ṙ = 1
Iz
(a1Fy1 +Mz1 − a2Fy2 +Mz2)

(6.10)
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6.5 Effect on straight-driving steering angle and
vehicle attitude

Equations 6.6-6.8 are used to introduce the road cross slope ϕr effect
in the expressions of steering angle δst (defined in Equation 4.4) and
vehicle attitude βst (defined in Equation 4.6) in the straight-motion
condition:

δst = α1,st − α2,st − (Kα1 − Kα2)ϕr (6.11)

βst = −α2,st + Kα2ϕr (6.12)

6.6 Effect on straight-driving steering torque

Equation 6.6 is used to introduce the road cross slope ϕr effect in the
steering torque (expressed in Equation 4.3):

MS(µ) =
Fy1 · n−Mz1

nst · VS
=
M∗S(µ)

nst · VS
M∗S(µ) = Fy1 · n−Mz1 =

= (µ−ϕr) · Kα1 · [C∗eff,1 · n+ CMα,1] + n · (C∗eff,1 · α1,st + Fy0,1)+
+ CMα,1 · α1,st −Mz0,1R −Mz0,1L

(6.13)
Thus, for null lateral acceleration, the steering torque offset M∗S,st

reads:

M∗S,st =M
∗
S(µ = 0) =

= −ϕr · Kα1 · [C∗eff,1 · n+ CMα,1] + n · (C∗eff,1 · α1,st + Fy0,1) −Mz1,st

(6.14)
where the term Mz1,st has been defined in Equation 4.5 and is here
reported:

Mz1,st = −CMα,1 · α1,st +Mz0,1 (6.15)
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Chapter 7

Straight motion parameter setting:
wheel alignment and tire charac-
teristics

The diverse parameters influencing straight-driving steering angle, steer-
ing torque and vehicle attitude offsets are analyzed in this chapter.

Equations 6.11-6.12 and 6.14 express the contributions to offsets
of steering angle, vehicle attitude and steering torque when driving
straight (ay = 0). The equations are here reported in their forms after
the introduction of the approximations discussed in Equations 3.7-3.8
and Equation 2.22 (the coefficients are defined as follows, at page 69):

• Steering angle
From Equation 3.9:

δst ≈
[
−Ψ10·A1−γ10·B1−C1+Ψ20·A2+γ20·B2+C2

]
+(−D1 +D2)ϕr

(7.1)

• Steering torque
Static toe Ψi0 and static camber γi0, besides having an influence
on the effective axle cornering stiffness, have a non-negligible
influence also on the effective axle aligning moment characteris-
tics. The term "effective" here pertains to the axle aligning mo-
ment characteristic when elastokinematics and wheel alignment
influences are taken into account. Indeed, tire side force corner-
ing stiffness CFα and aligning moment stiffness CMα are linked
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ALIGNMENT AND TIRE CHARACTERISTICS

by the pneumatic trail t0, as expressed by Equation 2.10 which is
here reported:

t0 = −
CMα

CFα

Under the assumption that the pneumatic trail relationship holds
constant also for the effective axle characteristics, namely

t0 = −
CMα,eff,i

C∗eff,i

the effective axle aligning moment is introduced by analogy with
the effective axle side force defined in Equations 2.21-2.22, ne-
glecting the effect of camber (the difference between left and right
camber characteristics is small):

CMα,eff,i =
CMα,iL + CMα,iR

1+ Croll,i − Csusp,i + Csteer,i + C∗∆Fz,i
(7.2)

Hence, from Equation 6.14:

M∗S,st =M
∗
S(µ = 0) ≈

≈ −CMα,eff,1 ·
[
Ψ10 · (A1 +A1M) + (C1 + C1M) + E1M

]
(7.3)

This effective axle aligning moment correction has a negligible
influence on the trajectory of a fixed or null steer test, but it does
influence the torque on the steering wheel. Moreover, its effect
on the trajectory during a free steer test is significant.

In literature [1, 15] it is stated that usually OEMs deal with the
steering pull issue by specifying an acceptable range of PRAT for
the tires. This range is determined so that the effect of a specific
road cross slope is balanced. This, together with a determined
wheel alignment, causes the steering torque to be null when driv-
ing straight [1].

It is underlined that the single front tire’s PRAT1, that has been
usually considered by literature with reference to the vehicle pull
[1], is related to the factorsC1 andC1M appearing in Equation 7.3:

PRAT1 ∝ (C1 + C1M)
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• Vehicle attitude
From Equation 3.10:

βst ≈ Ψ20 ·A2 + γ20 · B2 + C2 +D2ϕr (7.4)

The coefficients have been introduced in order to write in a com-
pact fashion the aforementioned expressions for steering angle, steer-
ing torque and vehicle attitude. Their explicit form is reported in [30]
(and is here omitted for the sake of publication), but they can be de-
scribed as:

A1 : coefficient non-null when cornering stiffness is different for left
and right front tires, or with road cross slope

A2 : coefficient non-null when cornering stiffness is different for left
and right rear tires, or with road cross slope

A1M : coefficient non-null when aligning moment stiffness is different
for left and right front tires, or with road cross slope

B1 : coefficient non-null when camber coefficient is different for left
and right front tires, or with road cross slope

B2 : coefficient non-null when camber coefficient is different for left
and right rear tires, or with road cross slope

C1 : coefficient related to the lateral force shifts of front tires

C2 : coefficient related to the lateral force shifts of rear tires

C1M : coefficient related to the aligning moment shifts of front tires

D1 : coefficient depending on vehicle weight distribution pertaining
to the front axle and on front tire characteristics and elastokine-
matics

D2 : coefficient depending on vehicle weight distribution pertaining
to the rear axle and on rear tire characteristics and elastokinemat-
ics

E1M : coefficient depending on road cross slope, vehicle dimensions
and elastokinematics
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The condition in which all the three offsets are simultaneously null
is pursued. Actually, when this condition is verified, for a determined
road cross slope ϕr the vehicle moves on a straight path (ay = 0) with:

• β = 0: null attitude (no "dog-tracking" straight motion).

• MS = 0: the driver does not have to apply any torque (or "pull")
on the steering wheel to maintain the straight motion.

• δ = 0: the steering wheel does not have an angular displacement
(or "misalignment").

Once the road cross slopeϕr is determined, the parameters remain-
ing in the equations are related to:

• Wheel alignment: static toe (front Ψ10, rear Ψ20) and static cam-
ber (front γ10, rear γ20).

• Tires: tire characteristics are differentiated between left and right
side of the same axle, to take into account manufacturing hetero-
geneity and load transfer effect (provoked by road cross slope
ϕr).

• Vehicle: the weight distribution of the vehicle is affecting di-
rectly the axles’ loads (front Fz1, rear Fz2).

Suspension elastokinematics has an impact on the effective axle
cornering stiffness (C∗eff,1, C

∗
eff,2). It is important to underline that

elastokinematics is only affecting the terms related to road cross
slope ϕr contribution.

Therefore, for a specific vehicle and road cross slope, it is possible
to discuss setting on wheel alignment and tire characteristics aimed
at canceling out the straight-driving offsets of steering angle, steering
torque and vehicle attitude.

7.1 A brief remark on the effect of wheel align-
ment on motion resistance

Wheel alignment, in particular for what concerns static toe Ψi0, has an
influence on vehicle’s motion resistance. It is possible to have a hint
on wheel alignment’s effect by following the work of Schuring [48],
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that deals with energy loss of pneumatic tires. The SAE sign conven-
tion adopted in his work is here replaced with the Pacejka’s Modified
SAE sign convention (see Appendix). Schuring defines the rolling resis-
tance eR of a single tire as the "energy dissipated per unit distance traveled",
namely:

eR ,
∆E

∆L
=
∆P

V
(7.5)

where V is wheel’s velocity. The power loss∆P is obtained from power
balance:

T ·Ω = (Fx · cosα− Fy · sinα) · V + ∆P (7.6)

where the product between wheel torque and spin velocity (T ·Ω) rep-
resents the input power conveyed through the wheel axle to the tire.
The term (Fxcosα− Fysinα)V , on the other hand, is the traction force
projected in the direction of motion multiplied by velocity. Thus, it
represents the share of input power effectively expended for vehicle
propulsion. The slip angle α is directly affected by the static toe Ψi0
setting.

With moment equilibrium around wheel axis, it is possible to ex-
press the torque T as [48]:

T = Fx · rL +My · cosγ+Mz · sinγ (7.7)

where rL is the wheel’s loaded radius. Moreover, the moment of rolling
resistanceMy can be expressed as function of longitudinal force Fx [48]:

My =Myf ·
(
1+

k

rLf

)
+ k · Fx (7.8)

where the coefficient k is small (k < 0.05 · rLf), and Myf and rLf indi-
cate respectively the resistance moment and loaded radius under free
rolling.

It is thus possible to combine Equations 7.5-7.8 to obtain Schuring’s
expression of rolling resistance eR:

eR =
∆P

V
=T ·

(
Ω

V
−

cosα

rL + k · cosγ

)
+
Myf ·

(
1+ k

rLf

)
rL + k · cosγ

· cosγ · cosα+

+
Mz

rL + k · cosγ
· sinγ · cosα+ Fy · sinα

(7.9)
If the wheel is freely rolling, the input torque is null (T = 0). More-

over, under the assumption that the rolling resistance moment My is
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unchanged for small α and γ, it is possible to indicate as Fxf the ap-
proximately constant free rolling resistance term:

Fxf =
Myf ·

(
1+ k

rLf

)
rL + k · cosγ

· cosγ · cosα

Finally, introducing the small angles approximation forα and γ - namely
for small wheel alignment adjustments respectively of static toe Ψi0
and camber γi0 - and with the linearized expressions of tire side force
and aligning moment (see Equations 2.1 and 3.6), for free rolling tire
Equation 7.9 can be rewritten as:

eR ≈ Fxf +
−CMα · α+Mz0

rL + k
· γ+ (CFα · α+ CFγ · γ+ Fy0) · α =

= CFα · α2 +
(
Fy0 + CFγ · γ−

CMα

rL + k
· γ
)
· α+

Mz0

rL + k
· γ+ Fxf

(7.10)
The trend of the rolling resistance eR is qualitatively represented in
Figure 7.1, using realistic values for tire parameters.
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Figure 7.1: Normalized tire rolling resistance eR as function of side slip
angle α and camber angle γ.

The impact of energy losses can be analyzed by means of stan-
dardized driving cycles. The New European Driving Cycle (NEDC or
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MVEG-95, Motor Vehicle Emission Group-95, represented in Figure 7.2)
can be used to have a glance at potential energy savings. According
to [49], the energy E required to travel 100 km can be computed (in
case of no energy recovery) accounting for the three contributions of
motion resistance: aerodynamic drag, rolling and acceleration resis-
tances. An expression for the average energy E [kJ/100km] can be ob-
tained with uniform time discretization of the NEDC driving cycle,
calling h = ti − ti−1 the time intervals [49]:

E

[
kJ

100km

]
= 100 · Ftrac = 100 ·

(
Faero + Froll + Facc

)
=

= 100 ·
[
1

2
ρa ·A · cx ·

1

xtot
· ΣiV

3

i · h+mtot · fR ·
1

xtot
· ΣiV i · h+

+mtot · Σiai · V i · h
]
≈

≈ 19000 ·A · cx + 840 ·mtot · fR + 10 ·mtot

[
kJ

100km

]
(7.11)

It is important to specify that the constant coefficients reported in the
last line of Equation 7.11 are valid for the NEDC only, and that air
density ρa (at sea level) and acceleration g have been included in the
constants [49].

The tires’ rolling resistance coefficient fR is directly affected by the
single tires’ eR expressed in Equation 7.10. The effect of a 2% reduc-
tion of tire rolling resistance fR is shown in Table 7.1, with realistic
mid-range vehicle parameters. It should be stressed that the indicated
slight energy saving can be obtained by designing tires with suitable
characteristics, so that wheel alignment setting is not required as a cor-
rection of vehicle pull. That would reduce the consequent motion re-
sistance, and the energy saving - despite being small for a single ve-
hicle - may have a substantial role in the reduction of emissions when
considering the overall number of vehicles circulating.

A further aspect that might be investigated is the effect of straight-
driving vehicle attitude βst on the effective aerodynamic drag coeffi-
cient cx.

Another approach that can be used to attain indications on fuel
savings can be found in [50]. A return factor R is there defined to relate
fuel consumption improvements to relative reduction in tires’ rolling
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Table 7.1: An example of the variation of energy E for NEDC reference
cycle, due to a reduction of tires’ rolling resistance coefficient fR.

fR [−] mtot A [m2] cx [−] E [kJ/100km]

0.012 1488 2.2 0.27 41165

−2% 1488 2.2 0.27 40865 (−0.73%)

loss:
R =

∆Fuel consumption [%]

∆Rolling loss [%]
(7.12)

Based on experimental analyses, the estimated value of R = 0.137 is
indicated for cars and light trucks, valid only for EPA (U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency) tests with 55% urban and 45% highway driv-
ing. The indicated value of return factor R means that a rolling resis-
tance reduction of 2% causes on average a fuel consumption drop of
−0.27%. The actual significance of this measure might be realized in
light of what is stated by Schuring [50]: given that just a fraction of the
energy contained in the fuel reaches the crankshaft, "each unit of energy
saved beyond the crankshaft corresponds to several energy units back in the
fuel tank".

Figure 7.2: European test cycle NEDC (from [49]).
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Part II

Numerical simulations

"It is a capital mistake to theorize before one
has data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts

to suit theories, instead of theories to suit
facts."

- Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,

A Scandal in Bohemia (1891)
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Chapter 8

Tire data

The tire data hereby presented are referred to factory-new prototype
205/50R17 tires. Measurements have been obtained by Smithers RAPRA
Inc., that performed tire tests with the MTS Flat-Trac R© system, revers-
ing the rotation direction in order to deduce ply-steer and conicity
characteristics as discussed in chapter 1.

8.1 Tire types

The data are represented graphically in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2, nor-
malized with respect to the Normal tire set characteristics at the nom-
inal loads, due to confidentiality reasons. They are referred to five
different types of tires:

• Normal-1: tire without any modification, with inflation pressure
p = 250kPa (recommended for front tires of the vehicle).

• Normal-2: tire without any modification, with inflation pressure
p = 220kPa (recommended for rear tires of the vehicle).

• Mod-A: as Normal-1 (p = 250kPa), with modified tire tread in
order to obtain positive PRAT.

• Mod-B: as Normal-1 (p = 250kPa), with modified tire tread in
order to obtain negative PRAT.

• Buffed: as Normal-1 (p = 250kPa), with tread part completely
removed.
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Data for p = 220kPa for tire types Mod-A, Mod-B and Buffed were ob-
tained comparing the difference between Normal-1 and Normal-2 and
applying that to p = 250kPa data of Mod-A, Mod-B and Buffed. In other
words, calling Y a generic property of one of the three listed tire types,
its approximate value at p = 220kPa can be estimated from the avail-
able data at the two different inflation pressures:

Y@220kPa = Y@250kPa + (YNormal−2 − YNormal−1) (8.1)

8.2 Load conditions

The different types of tires were tested under four different loading
conditions:

• Fz = 4500N: front axle tire, nominal load

• Fz = 2800N: rear axle tire, nominal load

• Fz = 6400N: front axle tire, with load transfer during a braking
event

• Fz = 900N: rear axle tire, with load transfer during a braking
event

8.2.1 Polynomial interpolation of data with small load
variations

The characteristics are approximated, in the neighborhood of the front
and rear nominal loads, with a piecewise interpolation of the data,
with 2nd order polynomials passing through three points:

• For front axle tire (in the neighborhood of nominal load Fz =

4500N):
polynomial passing through

– data at Fz = 2800N

– data at Fz = 4500N

– data at Fz = 6400N

• For rear axle tire (in the neighborhood of nominal load Fz =

2800N):
polynomial passing through
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– data at Fz = 900N

– data at Fz = 2800N

– data at Fz = 4500N

The 2nd order approximation formulae for the different tire char-
acteristics are reported in Equations 8.2-8.5.

Actually, as reported in [51], cornering stiffness CFα and aligning
moment stiffness CMα should be approximated by a parabola passing
through the origin: indeed, with null vertical load no lateral force is
expected. Nevertheless, the polynomial approximation is intended to
be used to compute the coefficients’ values for small load variations
around the data points. Therefore, the best fit of the available data is
pursued rather than a realistic description of the behavior.

The 2nd order polynomial is selected, since it ensures the passage
through the three data points for the piecewise interpolation, without
increasing unnecessarily the complexity of the problem.

CFα,i0L/R = pCf,i0 + pCf,i1 · (Fz,iL/R) + pCf,i2 · (Fz,iL/R)2 (8.2)

CMα,i0L/R = pCm,i0 + pCm,i1 · (Fz,iL/R) + pCm,i2 · (Fz,iL/R)2 (8.3)

Fy0,iL/R = pFy,i0 + pFy,i1 · (Fz,iL/R) + pFy,i2 · (Fz,iL/R)2 (8.4)

Mz0,iL/R = pMz,i0 + pMz,i1 · (Fz,iL/R) + pMz,i2 · (Fz,iL/R)2 (8.5)

8.3 Subjective feedback

The different sets of tires have been tested by an automotive OEM on a
vehicle having load distribution according to the nominal loads of the
tire data, on a rather flat road test surface.

The professional test driver reported in a subjective evaluation that,
among the different sets:

• Mod-A was the worst performing one, both in terms of:

– steering pull: the driver noticed the largest rightwards devi-
ation from straight path in a free control test.

– on-center handling: the driver experienced markedly differ-
ent steering "feels" (feedback) when turning left and right.
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Figure 8.1: Tire properties variation with load, front tires (p = 250kPa),
normalized with respect to Normal set characteristics at Fz = 4500N.
The piecewise interpolation (dotted line) is used to compute tire char-
acteristics in the neighborhood of Fz = 4500N.

• Mod-B was the best performing one, both in terms of:

– steering pull: the driver noticed the smallest deviation from
straight path in a free control test.

– on-center handling: the driver experienced similar steering
wheel feedback when turning left and right.
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Figure 8.2: Tire properties variation with load, rear tires (p = 220kPa),
normalized with respect to Normal set characteristics at Fz = 2800N.
The piecewise interpolation (dotted line) is used to compute tire char-
acteristics in the neighborhood of Fz = 2800N.
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Chapter 9

Single-track model validation

The single-track (or bicycle) model, equipped with tires with linear
characteristics, is validated by means of a full-vehicle model (repre-
sented in Figure 9.1) developed with the multibody dynamics simula-
tion software MSC ADAMS. The model parameters are reported in the
Appendix in Tables A.2-A.3. In particular, the mass and the weight
distribution are modeled consistently with the nominal loads of tire
data available (see chapter 8).

Figure 9.1: Full-vehicle model in MSC ADAMS.
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9.1 ADAMS tire characteristics

The tire property files of the ADAMS full-vehicle model for the eight
different types of tires (Normal, Mod-A, Mod-B and Buffed, front and
rear) have been created using the PAC2002 Tire Data and Fitting Tool
(TDFT) of MSC ADAMS/Tire. This tool allows to compute PAC20021

tire model parameters using data (from experimental measurements
or virtual tests) [52].

In this case, the tool has been used to compute realistic tire param-
eters for steady-state pure lateral slip, i.e. lateral force Fy and align-
ing moment Mz with respect to side slip angle α. The different tires’
linear data (see chapter 8) have been used as virtual test values, to-
gether with additional fictitious points outside the linear region from
a default PAC2002 tire model provided in ADAMS. This operation has
been performed in order to obtain tire property files having both real-
istic coefficients and the desired linear characteristics and shifts, cor-
responding to the values of data in the corresponding range of slip
angle.

PAC2002 TDFT uses the ISO convention for tire characteristics (see
Appendix), therefore the data for the linear characteristics have been
provided to the tool transformed according to this sign convention.
Moreover, different data for left and right tires have been used to dif-
ferentiate left and right shifts Fy0 and Mz0, and the side (’LEFT’ or
’RIGHT’) has been specified in the resulting tire property files.

An example of the curves obtained for front Normal left tire is rep-
resented in Figure 9.2.

It is underlined that not just the shifts, but also left and right corner-
ing stiffnessCFα are different for a same tire type: this feature, obtained
as a consequence of the fitting of fictitious data, has been maintained
in order to allow the study of the effect of unavoidable small manu-
facturing tolerances. Independently from manufacturing tolerances,
different values for left and right tire’s cornering stiffness are obtained
when road cross slope ϕr is introduced. This happens also in case left
and right tire’s cornering stiffness are equal at nominal load, and is
due to the induced static load transfer, as discussed in chapter 6.

Longitudinal and combined slip parameters could not be obtained
from available data. Thus, they have been left unmodified with respect

1PAC2002 is the latest version of a Magic-Formula tire model available in MSC
ADAMS/Tire, developed according to [7].
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to the ones of a default PAC2002 tire model provided in ADAMS.

Figure 9.2: Normal front left tire, PAC2002 TDFT resulting curves for
Fz = 900N, 2800N, 4500N, 6400N. (Units: Fy [N],Mz [Nm], α [rad]).
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9.2 Null steer test: trajectory comparison with
null road cross slope ϕr = 0

A null steer test (as described in chapter 5) is performed both with the
single-track model in MATLAB R© and with the full-vehicle model in
MSC ADAMS, to compare the resulting trajectories. The initial velocity
is set to u = 100 km/h and the steering input is fixed to δ = 0. Initially,
the road cross slope is set to ϕr = 0, simulating a test run on a flat and
smooth track. The powertrain is not included: a free rolling analysis is
conducted, with the aim of isolating from the influence of longitudinal
forces.

The longitudinal velocity at the different time instants of the full-
vehicle simulation is provided as an input to the single-track model.

All the subsystems of the full-vehicle model are set to kinematic
mode instead of compliant mode, in order to exclude the compliance of
bushings and other components, that are not taken into account in the
single-track model. Moreover, static toe Ψi0 and camber γi0 are set to
null value both for front and rear wheels.

9.2.1 Results: full-vehicle decelerating and single-track
model not accounting for roll

In the first simulation, the single-track model does not account for
any elastokinematics nor load transfer or body roll, namely C∗eff,i =

(CFα,i0L + CFα,i0R). The resulting trajectories are represented in Fig-
ure 9.3. It can be observed that the lateral drifts of the trajectories
simulated with MATLAB R© single-track model are overestimated with
respect to the ones obtained with the full-vehicle model, with all the
tire sets.

This discrepancy can be explained by two main differences between
the single-track and the full-vehicle model:

• Deceleration of full-vehicle model: the full-vehicle model de-
celerates, mainly due to rolling resistance and aerodynamic resis-
tance, which is significant at 100 km/h. The longitudinal veloc-
ity time history is reported in Figure 9.4. It cannot be considered
quasi-static for the model, meaning that the resulting decelera-
tion causes a small load transfer from the rear towards the front
axle in the full-vehicle model. This is not taken into account by
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Figure 9.3: Comparison between the trajectories simulated by single-
track model and full-vehicle model for a null steer test. Full-vehicle
decelerating, single-track model not accounting for roll.

the single-track model, which does not include pitch dynamics.
The normal load variation modifies tires’ characteristics in the
full-vehicle model, while the same variation is not described by
the single-track model.

• Body roll: the single-track model - without effective axle corner-
ing stiffness - does not account for suspension elastokinematics,
load transfer and body roll. Depending on vehicle and tire char-
acteristics, a small roll angle can cause a reduction of the effective
axle side force.

9.2.2 Results: full-vehicle not decelerating and single-
track model accounting for roll

A second set of simulations is performed, implementing modifications
aimed at reducing the aforementioned differences between single-track
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Figure 9.4: Longitudinal velocity time history, full-vehicle model sim-
ulation during a null steer test.

model and full-vehicle model:

• Deceleration of full-vehicle model: all the motion resistances
of the MSC ADAMS full-vehicle model are removed. Aerody-
namic resistance is nullified by setting air density = 0. Rolling
resistance is canceled by assigning null value to the scale factor
of rolling resistance torque (LMY = 0) in all tire property files.
With these changes, the longitudinal velocity is constant during
the simulation, as it can be observed in Figure 9.4.

• Body roll: roll contribution can be included in the single-track
model as explained in chapter 2, by considering the effective axle
cornering stiffness, that is defined as in Equation 2.17 and here
reported:

C∗eff,i =
2CFα,i0

1+ Croll,i − Csusp,i + Csteer,i + C∗∆Fz,i

Since the compliances are deactivated in the full-vehicle model,
the terms related to steering system and suspension elasticities
are null (Csusp,i = 0, Csteer,i = 0). The remaining terms are related
to roll motion and load transfer, and have been introduced in
chapter 2.
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Some vehicle parameters are estimated from the front and rear sus-
pension assemblies in MSC ADAMS/Car, represented respectively in
Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6, using the Roll & Vertical Force Analysis:

Figure 9.5: McPherson front suspension assembly.

Figure 9.6: Multi-link rear suspension assembly.

• Rolling stiffness (kϕ1, kϕ2): is estimated from the total_ roll_ rate
result of suspension analysis, which is "the torque, applied as verti-
cal forces at the tire contact patches, per degree of roll, measured at the
tire contact patches" [53].

• Roll center height (h1, h2): is estimated from the result of suspen-
sion analysis roll_ center_ location. vertical, as its value at null
roll angle ϕ = 0.

• Roll-steering coefficient (ε1, ε2): is estimated from the result of
suspension analysis roll_ steer, as its value at null roll angle
ϕ = 0. Since MSC ADAMS adopts the ISO sign convention (with
z-axis upwards), εi value is opposite for the convention used in
this work (with z-axis downwards).
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• Roll-camber coefficient (τ1, τ2): is estimated from the result of sus-
pension analysis roll_ camber_ coefficient, as its value at null
roll angle ϕ = 0. Since the x-axis is directed frontwards for both
the ISO convention (MSC ADAMS) and the convention used in
this work, the value is the same.

The results of suspensions’ analyses are presented in Figures 9.7-9.8,
and the values of the listed parameters are reported in the Appendix
in Table A.3. The camber coefficient linear dependence on load is set
to ξγ,i = 1. The cornering stiffness linear dependence on load ξα,i,
on the other hand, is obtained from the piecewise interpolation of tire
characteristics, discussed in chapter 8, according to:

ξα,i =

(
∂CFα,i

∂Fz,i

∣∣∣∣
Fz0

)
= pCf,i1 + 2 · pCf,i2 ·

Fz,iL,stat + Fz,iR,stat
2

(9.1)

Moreover, the results of ξα,i - computed from data according to Equa-
tion 9.1 - are compared to the values obtained from ADAMS tire prop-
erty files according to the PAC2002 cornering stiffness formula [52]:

ξα,i =
PKy1 · Fz0 ·

{
sin

[
2arctan

(
Fz2

PKy2·Fz0

)]
− sin

[
2arctan

(
Fz1

PKy2·Fz0

)]}
Fz2 − Fz1

(9.2)
where Fz1 and Fz2 are [4500±5N] for front tires and [2800±5N] for rear
tires, while the other parameters are the Magic Formula parameters
defined in tire property files [7, 52]. The results obtained with the two
approaches (Equations 9.1-9.2) are in agreement, showing consistency
between the available experimental tire data and the created ADAMS
tire properties.

The results of simulations are shown in Figure 9.9 and reported in
Table 9.1. The trajectories obtained with the simple single-track model
match the results simulated with the full-vehicle model.

As it can be inferred from results of Table 9.1, the tire set Mod-B is
the best performing one in the null steer test, while Mod-A is the worst
one, showing the largest rightwards path deviation. In a null steer
test, the smaller is the straight-driving steering angle δst (computed ac-
cording to Equation 6.11), the smaller is the drift. The straight-driving
steering torque M∗S,st, on the other hand, does not have any influence
on the trajectory in a fixed or null steer test: it affects the torqueMS that
the driver has to apply on the steering wheel, and becomes relevant in
a free control test.
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Figure 9.7: ADAMS front suspension Roll & Vertical Force Analysis re-
sults.
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Figure 9.8: ADAMS rear suspension Roll & Vertical Force Analysis re-
sults.
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Figure 9.9: Comparison between the trajectories simulated by single-
track model and full-vehicle model for a null steer test. Full-vehicle
not decelerating, single-track model accounting for roll.

Table 9.1: Results of the null steer test trajectories simulated with
single-track model with the four sets of tires.

Tire set
∆y drift

at x = 100m [m]

δst

[10−4 rad]

M∗
S,st

[Nm]

Normal 0.456 −3.151 −0.605

Mod-A 0.585 −4.259 −5.135

Mod-B 0.242 −1.379 3.606

Buffed 0.320 −2.129 3.138
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9.3 Null steer test: trajectory comparison with
road cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad

The road cross slope is set to ϕr = 0.02rad, in order to validate the
model also with load transfer and roll induced by road cross section
inclination.

9.3.1 MSC ADAMS road model

A 3D road model is created in ADAMS/Car with the specified lateral
inclination parameter BANK = 0.02rad. Moreover, since the single-
track model has a constant road cross slope parameter as an input,
the ADAMS road is modeled so that its centerline is nearly following
the vehicle’s drift trajectory, as represented in Figure 9.10. By doing
so, the full-vehicle model is subjected to an approximately constant
road cross slope throughout its motion, like the MATLAB R© single-
track model, and does not experience any longitudinal slope. That
would cause both a longitudinal velocity variation and a load transfer
between rear and front axle. Even though the weight of these effects
would be small, the aim of the road model described is to minimize the
discrepancies between the inputs provided to the full-vehicle model
and to the single-track model.

Figure 9.10: ADAMS road model with centerline following vehicle’s
drift trajectory.

9.3.2 Single-track model adaptations

Tires’ characteristics for the MATLAB R© single-track model are com-
puted at the actual wheels’ normal load, with road cross slope-induced
static load transfer (computed as specified in Equation 6.4).

Moreover, an additional term is introduced in the single-track model
for the axles’ side force Fy,i: static vehicle roll ϕrv = 0.0016rad, which
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is induced by road cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad and is computed as in
Equation 6.2, causes a static inclination of the tires, computed as:

γroll,i = τi ·ϕrv (9.3)

where τi = γr,i
ϕ

is the roll-camber coefficient. Thus, each i-axle can
account for an additional lateral force contribution, given by the nor-
mal load projection (since the tires’ lateral force camber coefficient is
CFγ = Fz):

Fyi,tot = Fyi + γroll,i · Fzi (9.4)

9.3.3 Results: road cross slope effect

The comparison between trajectories simulated with the full-vehicle
model in MSC ADAMS and the ones obtained with the single-track
model is shown in Figure 9.11, while results are reported in Table 9.2.
The matching between the results of full-vehicle and single-track model
holds also for the case with road cross slope introduction.

Table 9.2: Results of the null steer test trajectories simulated with
single-track model with the four sets of tires, with road cross slope
ϕr = 0.02rad.

Tire set
∆y drift

at x = 100m [m]

δst

[10−4 rad]

M∗
S,st

[Nm]

Normal 0.923 −6.589 −9.958

Mod-A 1.042 −7.626 −14.695

Mod-B 0.699 −4.715 −6.069

Buffed 0.877 −6.838 −10.763

From results of Table 9.2, it can be argued that, as in the case with
null road cross slope ϕr = 0, the tire set Mod-B is the best performing
one in the null steer test, while Mod-A is the worst one.

Among the four tire sets, the Buffed shows a different importance
of the variation of the trajectory with the introduction of road cross
slope, although the trend is coherent. This aspect can be explained
considering that Mod-A and Mod-B tire sets are derived from the Nor-
mal one, therefore these three sets have characteristics with similar or-
der of magnitude. The Buffed set, on the other hand, has characteristics
deviating consistently from the ones of the other three sets.
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Figure 9.11: Comparison between the trajectories simulated by single-
track model and full-vehicle model for a null steer test, with road cross
slope ϕr = 0.02rad.

9.4 Discussion

The results obtained in this chapter are consistent with the subjective
evaluation of the different tire sets: both with and without road cross
slope, the vehicle equipped with Mod-A tire set shows the largest lat-
eral deviation from the straight path, while with Mod-B the deviation
is the smallest.

Moreover, the direct link between the straight-motion steering an-
gle δst and the lateral drift is pointed out for a null steer test, while the
steering torque offsetM∗S,st does not have an influence on the trajectory
for this kind of test. This aspect can be observed both in Table 9.1 and
in Table 9.2.

Finally, the comparison between the results in Figure 9.3 and in Fig-
ure 9.9 highlights that the suspension and steering system elastokine-
matics has to be taken into account in order to have agreement be-
tween the full-vehicle simulations and the single-track model and ana-
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lytical results: indeed, elastokinematics modifies the effective axle side
force, which is a key parameter for the trajectory. When the effective
axle side force is considered, satisfying matching is obtained between
the MSC ADAMS full-vehicle model simulations and the MATLAB R©

single-track model results, both for the case without road cross slope
(see Figure 9.9) and with road cross slope (see Figure 9.11). In case
the elastokinematics is not considered, the results of the single-track
model show correct trend with respect to the full-vehicle simulations,
but the description is not quantitatively accurate, as represented in Fig-
ure 9.3. In his analysis [16], Lee observed variations in the trajectory
simulated with a full-vehicle model when modifying the suspension
springs stiffness, while changes to the damping coefficients did not
show meaningful effect. He did not proceed with the investigation
on that aspect, but actually his results can be explained in light of the
results presented in this chapter, considering the elastokinematics in-
fluence on the trajectory: spring stiffness is directly affecting the roll
rate parameter kϕi, which is involved in the computation of the coef-
ficients Croll,i and σi for the effective axle characteristics, employed in
this chapter.
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Chapter 10

Straight-driving analytical solu-
tions validation

In this chapter, the full-vehicle model in MSC ADAMS is employed
to validate the analytical expressions for side slip angles (α1: Equa-
tion 6.6, α2: Equation 6.7), vehicle attitude (β: Equation 6.12) and
steering torque (M∗S: Equation 6.14) for the straight-driving condition,
namely when ay = 0.

The validation is carried out by means of simulations of Straight-
Line event of type Maintain in MSC ADAMS, selecting the steering input
option straight line. The simulations are performed on the full-vehicle
model equipped with the Normal set of tires, running at a constant
velocity u = 100 km/h, both with null and non-null road cross slope
ϕr.

The analysis is conducted by comparing the analytical results with
the final value assumed by five outputs of the ADAMS simulations,
after the initial transient part is completed and the vehicle is running
straight:

• Front slip angles: the slip angles of left and right front tires re-
sulting from ADAMS simulation are compared with the front
axle’s straight-motion slip angle expressed in Equation 6.6:

α1 = −Kα1 ·ϕr + α1,st

• Rear slip angles: the slip angles of left and right rear tires result-
ing from ADAMS simulation are compared with the rear axle’s
straight-motion slip angle expressed in Equation 6.7:

α2 = −Kα2 ·ϕr + α2,st
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• Lateral velocity: the lateral velocity assumed by the vehicle dur-
ing straight-driving is analytically computed as the product be-
tween straight-motion vehicle attitude and longitudinal velocity:

vy = βst · u

• Yaw angle: the yaw angle of the vehicle during straight-driving
is compared with the rear axle’s straight-motion slip angle ex-
pressed in Equation 6.7, which is opposite to the straight-motion
vehicle attitude expressed in Equation 6.12:

Ψ = −βst = α2

• Steering torque: the torque on the steering linkage side of the
steering gear M∗S, computed from ADAMS simulation results as
expressed in Equation 4.1:

M∗S = (Fy1,L + Fy1,R) · n− (Mz1,L +Mz1,R)

is compared with the straight-motion analytical expression of
M∗S,st of Equation 6.14.

10.1 Results without road cross slope (ϕr = 0)

The results of the simulation of the full-vehicle model, equipped with
Normal set of tires on a flat road, are reported in Figure 10.1, together
with the results of the analytical expressions (dotted lines). After the
end of the transient part (caused by the initial conditions on ADAMS,
which dictate null side slip angles), the values from the full-vehicle
simulation have a considerable correspondence with the analytical re-
sults, as it can be observed in Table 10.1.
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Figure 10.1: Comparison between straight line maintaining test results
in ADAMS and analytical results (dotted lines). Road cross slope ϕr =
0. Vehicle equipped with Normal set of tires.

Table 10.1: Comparison between straight line maintaining test results
in ADAMS and analytical results. Road cross slope ϕr = 0. Vehicle
equipped with Normal set of tires.

Parameter
Analytical
expression

ADAMS
result

Analytical
result

α1 [10
−3rad] −Kα1 ·ϕr + α1,st

Left: −1.49
−1.48

Right: −1.45

α2 [10
−3rad] −Kα2 ·ϕr + α2,st

Left: −1.16
−1.16

Right: −1.15
vy [m/s] βst · u 0.032 0.032

Ψ [10−3rad] −βst −1.15 −1.16

M∗S [Nm] M∗S,st −0.51 −0.60
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10.2 Results with road cross slope (ϕr = 0.02rad)

The results of the simulation of the full-vehicle model, equipped with
Normal set of tires on a road with cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad, are re-
ported in Figure 10.2, together with the results of the analytical expres-
sions (dotted lines). After the end of the transient part, the values from
the full-vehicle simulation are also in this case substantially consistent
with the analytical results, as it can be observed in Table 10.2.
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Figure 10.2: Comparison between straight line maintaining test results
in ADAMS and analytical results (dotted lines). Road cross slope ϕr =
0.02rad. Vehicle equipped with Normal set of tires.
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Table 10.2: Comparison between straight line maintaining test results
in ADAMS and analytical results. Road cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad. Ve-
hicle equipped with Normal set of tires.

Parameter
Analytical
expression

ADAMS
result

Analytical
result

α1 [10
−3rad] −Kα1 ·ϕr + α1,st

Left: −2.57
−2.59

Right: −2.52

α2 [10
−3rad] −Kα2 ·ϕr + α2,st

Left: −2.04
−1.93

Right: −2.02
vy [m/s] βst · u 0.052 0.054

Ψ [10−3rad] −βst −2.08 −1.93

M∗S [Nm] M∗S,st −9.82 −9.96
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10.3 Discussion

A straight-driving condition - similar to a fixed control test - has been
analyzed in this chapter, by means of simulations with full-vehicle
model equipped with the Normal set of tires.

It is shown that the analytical results are accurately predicting the
steady-state condition (once the transient part is concluded) for the
straight-path motion, resulting from ADAMS full-vehicle model sim-
ulations. The validation has been performed by monitoring five full-
vehicle outcomes: the simulated straight-driving slip angles αi, yaw
angle Ψ, lateral velocity vy and steering torque M∗S have been com-
pared to the expected values of the corresponding dimensions com-
puted with the analytical expressions. From Figures 10.1 and 10.2,
it can be inferred that the analytical results are sufficiently consistent
with the full-vehicle model simulation results, both in case of null or
non-null road cross slope.

Furthermore, the values obtained in this chapter have a magnitude
compatible with the results of an experimental study of General Mo-
tors Co. [3]. The test, performed with a midsize sedan on a road with
cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad, provided the following values, that can be
compared with the results in Table 10.2:

• M∗S,st = −10.2 Nm

• βst = 1.57 · 10−3rad

• δst = −1.74 · 10−3rad (= α1 − α2)

When comparing these real vehicle test results with the results of the
analysis object of this chapter, it must be taken into consideration that
the two studies are disjointed: they are referred to vehicles and tires
with different parameters. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the results
obtained is in line in the two analyses.
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On-center handling test simula-
tion

Once the MATLAB R© single-track model has been validated using a
full-vehicle model in MSC ADAMS/Car, a weave test [37, 40] is simu-
lated with the latter in order to analyze the on-center handling, as dis-
cussed in chapter 5. In this way, the influence of tire characteristics on
the on-center vehicle behavior is studied using objective metrics from
the output results.

An adjusted weave test, similar to the one adopted in the study of
Salaani et al. [37], is performed through an open-loop sine steer event in
MSC ADAMS with:

• low speed: u = 50 km/h

• small steering wheel displacement amplitude: |δSW | = 20deg

• low and constant steering input frequency: f = 0.3 Hz.

The steering wheel angle δSW and velocity u time histories from
MSC ADAMS simulations are also provided as inputs to the single-
track model, in order to compare the analysis results between the sim-
ple model and the full-vehicle model. In order to do that, the constant
steering rationst for the single-track model is evaluated with a steering
analysis on the front suspension assembly in MSC ADAMS. The steer-
ing wheel angle (δSW , steering_ displacements. angle_ front) and
the left and right front wheels’ steering angles (δ1L and δ1R, respec-
tively steering_ system. steer_ angle. left and steering_ system.
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steer_ angle. right) are considered to compute the steering ratio nst
as:

nst =
δSW

1
2
(δ1L + δ1R)

(11.1)

The result of the computation is represented in Figure 11.1. The steer-
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Figure 11.1: Steering ratio nst estimation with steering analysis of
ADAMS front suspension assembly. The value around δSW = 0 is omit-
ted since it is not physically meaningful due to numerical error.

ing ratio nst is not constant throughout the steering wheel rotation,
due to CV-joints involved in the steering system mechanism. The con-
stant value nst = 13.03 at δSW = 20deg is considered for the weave test
analysis.

11.1 Without road cross slope (ϕr = 0)

A first set of simulations is performed without road cross slope (ϕr =
0), both with single-track model in MATLAB R© and full-vehicle model
in MSC ADAMS. A selection of results is reported in Figure 11.2 for
Normal tire set, in order to show the agreement between full-vehicle
model and single-track model results.

The steering torque M∗S is represented with respect to vehicle re-
sponse (in terms of lateral acceleration ay) in Figure 11.3, in the range
ay = ±0.5 m/s2. In the ideal case, the values of M∗S should be sym-
metric with respect to the origin, meaning that the steering effort for
turning left and right is equal and opposite. Actually, due to tire char-
acteristics, the upper and lower curves of the hysteresis show an offset
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Figure 11.2: Weave test simulation, set of results with Normal tires.
Road slope ϕr = 0.

that matches with the value of M∗S,st (computed according to Equa-
tion 6.14), as reported in Table 11.1.

The steering wheel angle δSW is represented with respect to vehi-
cle response (in terms of lateral acceleration ay) in Figure 11.4, in the
range δSW = ±5deg. The effect on the weave test results of the straight-
driving steering angle δst (computed according to Equation 6.11) is
represented in these plots: it causes an offset in the diagram δSW − ay,
that is however imperceptible. Thus, during a weave test, the driver is
more likely to provide subjective judgment on the steering feedback
(described with the objective metrics M∗S represented in Figure 11.3)
rather than on the steering wheel angle offset δSW(0).
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Table 11.1: Values of steering torque M∗S at null lateral acceleration for
left and right turn, from ADAMS weave test simulation. Comparison
withM∗S,st offset. Road cross slope ϕr = 0.

Tire set
M∗

S,st
[Nm]

ADAMS M∗
S(0) right

[Nm]

ADAMS M∗
S(0) left

[Nm]

Normal −0.605 10.2 −11.3

Mod-A −5.135 5.8 −16.1

Mod-B 3.606 14.7 −7.5

Buffed 3.138 18.3 −12.0
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Figure 11.3: Weave test simulation, steering torque vs lateral accelera-
tion. Road slope ϕr = 0.
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Figure 11.4: Weave test simulation, steering wheel angle vs lateral ac-
celeration. Road slope ϕr = 0.
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11.2 With road cross slope (ϕr = 0.02rad)

A second set of simulations is performed with road cross slope (ϕr =
0.02rad), both with single-track model in MATLAB R© and full-vehicle
model in MSC ADAMS. A selection of results is reported in Figure 11.5
for the Normal set of tires, in order to show the agreement between full-
vehicle model and single-track model results.
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Figure 11.5: Weave test simulation, set of results with Normal tires.
Road slope ϕr = 0.02rad.

The positive road cross slopeϕr = 0.02rad has the effect of moving
downwards the steering torque-lateral acceleration (M∗S − ay) curves
represented in Figure 11.3, as it can be observed in the resulting curves
of Figure 11.6. The diagram has an offset that matches with the value
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of M∗S,st (computed according to Equation 6.14), as reported in Ta-
ble 11.2.

As it can be observed, the worst performing tire set, namely Mod-A,
have steering torque with counterclockwise direction both for turning
left and right, that is perceived as a substantially different behavior (or
feedback) of the steering system of the vehicle when turning towards
the two directions.
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Figure 11.6: Weave test simulation, steering torque vs lateral accelera-
tion. Road slope ϕr = 0.02rad.

The steering wheel offset at null lateral acceleration is still smaller
than 1deg with all the tire sets, thus it is difficult to be perceived by
the driver.
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Table 11.2: Values of steering torque M∗S at null lateral acceleration for
left and right turn, from ADAMS weave test simulation. Comparison
withM∗S,st offset. Road cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad.

Tire set
M∗

S,st
[Nm]

ADAMS M∗
S(0) right

[Nm]

ADAMS M∗
S(0) left

[Nm]

Normal −9.958 1.0 −20.6

Mod-A −14.695 −3.56 −25.5

Mod-B −6.069 5.2 −17.0

Buffed −10.763 4.85 −25.5

11.3 Discussion

The results presented in this chapter are meaningful, since they give
evidence to the fact that tire characteristics’ offsets (such as the ones
described by ply-steer and conicity) do have an influence on vehicle’s
on-center handling.

This effect can be observed by examining the steering torque as
function of the vehicle response. In this work it has been decided to
represent the plots of torque on the steering linkage side of the steering
gear (M∗S) as function of the lateral acceleration (ay). Other possibilities
that can be found in literature [37], aimed at analyzing the on-center
behavior, are representing the steering wheel torqueMS =M

∗
S ·nst ·VS

(see Equation 4.2) as function of either lateral acceleration ay or yaw
rate r.

The mentioned plots, with upper and lower curves of the hysteresis
loop representing respectively right and left turn, show an offset with
respect to the origin, as reported in Figure 11.3 and Figure 11.6. As a
consequence, the steering torque does not behave symmetrically, but
assumes different magnitudes for left and right turn when crossing
the null lateral acceleration state ay = 0. This is experienced by the
driver as a different feedback torque on the steering wheel for left and
right turn when performing the weave test. In particular, the objective
results for Mod-A tire set may provide an explanation to the subjective
feedback of the driver, that was perceiving different steering "feels"
for the two steering directions when using this tire set. The situation
is worsened by the introduction of road cross slope, that increases the
difference between left and right turn steering torque values.
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Furthermore, the analytical results - in terms of straight-driving
steering torque offsetM∗S,st - turn out to be in agreement with the sim-
ulation results: indeed, the offset value is almost centered with respect
to the left and right turn values of steering torque M∗S at null lateral
acceleration ay = 0.

Finally, the results obtained with MATLAB R© single-track model are
accurate with respect to the ADAMS full-vehicle model simulations.
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Chapter 12

Wheel alignment setting numer-
ical analysis

In this chapter, the equations and solutions introduced in chapter 7 are
evaluated and discussed numerically.

The values of the coefficients described in chapter 7 at page 69 are
reported in Table 12.1 for null road cross slopeϕr = 0, and in Table 12.2
for non-null road cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad.

Table 12.1: Values of wheel alignment coefficients. Road cross slope
ϕr = 0.

Tire ID A1 A1M B1 C1 C1M D1 E1M

Normal 2.64e-3 4.14e-3 0 1.47e-3 -1.36e-3 50.76e-3 0
Mod-A 12.47e-3 -15.17e-3 0 1.51e-3 -0.58e-3 50.34e-3 0
Mod-B -1.86e-3 1.97e-3 0 1.25e-3 -1.87e-3 48.43e-3 0
Buffed -4.36e-3 3.99e-3 0 1.53e-3 -1.78e-3 37.93e-3 0

Tire ID A2 B2 C2 D2

Normal 0.98e-3 0 1.16e-3 36.87e-3
Mod-A 13.82e-3 0 1.12e-3 36.34e-3
Mod-B 11.25e-3 0 1.09e-3 34.89e-3
Buffed -4.31e-3 0 1.30e-3 18.36e-3

As it can be observed, the coefficients multiplying static camber γi0,
namely B1 for front and B2 for rear, are null in case the road cross slope
is null: indeed, the same load is applied to left and right wheel of a
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Table 12.2: Values of wheel alignment coefficients. Road cross slope
ϕr = 0.02rad.

Tire ID A1 A1M B1 C1 C1M E1M

Normal 14.20e-3 -7.80e-3 1.16e-3 1.48e-3 -1.38e-3 1.74e-3
Mod-A 23.81e-3 -18.31e-3 1.15e-3 1.50e-3 -0.59e-3 1.69e-3
Mod-B 9.34e-3 -1.44e-3 1.11e-3 1.25e-3 -1.87e-3 1.63e-3
Buffed -2.58e-3 -1.66e-3 0.88e-3 1.52e-3 -1.77e-3 1.06e-3

Tire ID A2 B2 C2

Normal 22.22e-3 1.54e-3 1.16e-3
Mod-A 35.59e-3 1.53e-3 1.12e-3
Mod-B 33.20e-3 1.48e-3 1.09e-3
Buffed 10.00e-3 0.91e-3 1.29e-3

same axle, in case the vehicle mass and the mass of its occupants are
symmetrically distributed with respect to the longitudinal axis. More-
over, even in case a load transfer between left and right side of the
vehicle is produced (e.g. by a non-null road cross slope), B1 and B2
are significantly smaller than the coefficients multiplying static toe Ψi0
(namely A1, A1M and A2). Therefore, the influence of static camber γi0
on straight-driving offsets can be neglected. Only the influence of front
and rear static toe (respectively Ψ10 and Ψ20) is considered henceforth.

The front toe angle Ψ10 required to have null steering torque offset
M∗S,st = 0 is computed according to Equation 7.3. The rear toe angle
Ψ20 required to have null straight-driving vehicle attitude βst = 0 is
computed according to Equation 7.4. The two equations are reported
below for convenience’s sake:

βst = Ψ20 ·A2 + γ20 · B2 + C2 +D2 ·ϕr

M∗S,st = −CMα,eff,1 ·
[
Ψ10 · (A1 +A1M) + C1 + C1M + E1M

]
The solutions are reported in Table 12.3 for null road cross slope ϕr =
0, and in Table 12.4 for non-null road cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad.

Actually, too large toe values - besides being unattainable - both
increase the motion resistance (as discussed in section 7.1) and mod-
ify profoundly the effective axle cornering stiffness C∗eff,i and aligning
stiffness CMα,eff,i, due to the effect of the elastokinematic coefficient
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Table 12.3: Static toe solutions for null steering torque offset (M∗S,st = 0)
and null straight-driving vehicle attitude (βst = 0). Road cross slope
ϕr = 0.

Tire ID
Ψ10

[deg]

(M∗S,st = 0)

Ψ20

[deg]

(βst = 0)

Normal -0.957 -67.833
Mod-A 19.654 -4.645
Mod-B 348.923 -5.539
Buffed -38.435 17.292

Table 12.4: Static toe solutions for null steering torque offset (M∗S,st = 0)
and null straight-driving vehicle attitude (βst = 0). Road cross slope
ϕr = 0.02rad.

Tire ID
Ψ10

[deg]

(M∗S,st = 0)

Ψ20

[deg]

(βst = 0)

Normal -16.457 -4.905
Mod-A -27.210 -2.971
Mod-B -7.288 -3.086
Buffed +10.957 -9.508

C∗∆Fz,i. An example of the trend of these parameters as function of static
toe is reported in Figure 12.1. This might represent a limitation of the
single-track model, that may turn out to be less adequate to describe
the vehicle behavior in case of non-null static toe. Moreover, a strong
limitation is intrinsic to the single-track model itself: having the left
and right tires of an axle lumped into a single equivalent tire, a sin-
gle value of slip angle is used in place of two. With non-null static
toe, the model might not be adequate enough to provide an accurate
description of the effect of different slip angles for left and right tires.
A double-track vehicle model may improve the accuracy of the static
toe effect prediction, with different slip angles for left and right tire of
an axle. Nevertheless, this would require a higher model complexity,
with the consequence of a more opaque understanding of the param-
eters’ influence from the analytic point of view.
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Most of these toe values in Tables 12.1-12.2 are not physically mean-
ingful. Therefore, it can be concluded that, with the data of the tire sets
considered, it is not possible to correct the steering torque offset and
straight-driving vehicle attitude by acting solely on the wheel align-
ment. Suitable adjustments to tire parameters, on the other hand, may
reduce the wheel alignment adjustments required to correct the steer-
ing pull issue, as exemplified in Table 12.5.

Table 12.5: Variation (absolute value) of modified tire characteristics
aimed at reducing the static toe Ψ10 solution for null steering torque
offset (M∗S,st = 0). Road cross slope ϕr = 0.02rad. Comparison with
the solution for Mod-B set of tires.

Parameter
Modified

Axle (L+ R)

CFα [N/rad] ↑ 1%
Fy0 [N] ↓ 20%
CMα [Nm/rad] ↓ 13%
Mz0 [Nm] ↑ 23%
Ψ10 [deg] −0.63deg (with Mod-B: −7.29deg)
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Figure 12.1: Effective axle cornering stiffness C∗eff,i, aligning stiffness
CMα,eff,i and elastokinematic coefficient C∗∆Fz,i dependence on static toe
Ψi0. Road cross slope ϕr = 0.
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12.1 Discussion

The examination of the weight of the different coefficients (reported in
Tables 12.1 and 12.2) highlights that static camber γi0 plays a negligible
role in the steering pull issue with respect to static toe Ψi0. Static cam-
ber is multiplied by coefficients B1 and B2, which are approximately
one order of magnitude smaller than the coefficients A1 and A2 multi-
plying static toe. Therefore, the effects of reasonably small static cam-
ber values can be disregarded.

Then, the static toe values required to have null steering torque
offsetM∗S,st and straight-driving vehicle attitude βst are computed, ac-
cording to the analytical expressions, and reported in Tables 12.3 and
12.4. They turn out to be too large to be physically meaningful. There-
fore, with the data of the tire sets considered, it is not possible to have
null M∗S,st or βst by acting solely on wheel alignment. To correct the
steering pull related issues, the tire characteristics and shifts are to be
modified, to the permitted extent, in order to limit the offsets without
significant alterations of static toe values. This conclusion is in line
with the viewpoint of Oh et al. [15]: they claim that vehicle and tire
manufacturers should cooperate from initial stages of product devel-
opment, to enhance vehicle pull performances.
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Chapter 13

Conclusions

An innovative analytical approach has been adopted in this thesis, in
order to have a thorough description of the straight motion of vehicles.
The formulation of Pacejka [7] for the effective axle characteristics has
been suitably adapted, in order to accommodate the inherent offsets
of tire characteristics. Moreover, symmetric wheel alignment (namely
static toe and camber) has been included to allow the description of
the effects raising in case of unequal left and right tire characteristics.
Furthermore, the handling diagram theory has been conveniently ex-
tended in its linear range, in the neighborhood of small lateral accel-
erations. Particular focus has been devoted to the intersections with
the null lateral acceleration axis, in presence of tire characteristics’ off-
sets. These methods allowed to obtain analytical expressions for the
description of straight-driving axles’ slip angles, steering wheel mis-
alignment, vehicle attitude and steering torque offset.

The analytical expressions and a single-track vehicle model, both
including the contributions provided by non-null road cross slope,
have been validated by means of simulations performed on a full-
vehicle model with MSC ADAMS.

A set of quasi-static simulations, with null- or fixed-steer tests, demon-
strated the need to account for elastokinematics, since the effective axle
side forces have a significant impact on the simulated trajectories. The
correspondence between analytical and numerical results proved to
be quantitatively satisfactory, both with null and non-null road cross
slope, as it can be observed in Figures 9.9, 9.11 and 10.1, 10.2.

The dynamic simulations of weave tests, on the other hand, shed
light on the relationship between tire characteristics’ offsets and vehi-
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cle’s on-center handling. The analysis of steering torque as function of
vehicle response, represented in Figures 11.3 and 11.6, pointed out a
different behavior during left and right turns. This is described by an
offset of the hysteresis curves, which was adequately predicted by the
analytical expressions. These expressions may thus constitute objec-
tive metrics, which can be useful to explain and understand the sub-
jective feedback of test drivers concerning the steering feel.

Finally, wheel alignment setting has been considered, proving that
symmetric static toe and camber have an influence on the vehicle pull
issue in case left and right tire characteristics are slightly different. This
difference may be due to finite precision of tire manufacturing, or in-
duced by road cross slope. The numerical analysis presented in chap-
ter 12 confirmed that adjustments on tire characteristics are needed, in
order to reduce the required wheel alignment setting for vehicle pull
corrections. This may have implications on the reduction of vehicle’s
motion resistance (and consequently on fuel consumption and emis-
sions), as mentioned in chapter 7.

The analytical expressions presented in this thesis can be useful for
industrial testing facilities, involved in experimental measures, and
for vehicle Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and Tire Sup-
pliers. The expressions can be effectively employed to give a direction
to the related research, to provide specifications for the design during
product development and to set tolerances for manufacturing.
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Appendix

"A man should keep his little brain attic stocked
with all the furniture that he is likely to use, and

the rest he can put away in the lumber-room of his
library, where he can get it if he wants it."

- Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
The Five Orange Pips (1891)

A.1 Sign conventions for force, moment and
wheel slip

A.1.1 Modified SAE (Pacejka)
The sign convention chosen for this work is consistent with the Pacejka’s mod-
ified SAE [7], represented in Figure A.1.

With this convention, when no offsets are considered, side force is pos-
itive when slip angle is positive, while the opposite happens with aligning
moment.
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Figure A.1: Pacejka’s modified SAE sign convention for force, moment
and wheel slip angle [7].
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A.1.2 SAE
Another sign convention, here reported but not adopted for this work, is the
SAE [7], represented in Figure A.2.

With this convention, when no offsets are considered, side force is pos-
itive when slip angle is negative, while the opposite happens with aligning
moment.

Figure A.2: SAE sign convention for force, moment and wheel slip
angle [7].
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A.1.3 ISO
Another sign convention, here reported but not adopted for this work, is the
ISO [7], represented in Figure A.3.

This convention has the z-axis upwards and the y-axis leftwards.

Figure A.3: ISO sign convention for force, moment and wheel slip an-
gle [7].
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A.2 Approximation of tire side force

A comparison is made between a linearization of tire side force Fy = Fy(α, γ, Fz)
and the approximation adopted by Pacejka [7].

• Linearization:

Fy =

Fy∣∣∣∣ α=0
γ=0
Fz=Fz0

+

∂Fy
∂α

∣∣∣∣ α=0
γ=0
Fz=Fz0

 · α+

∂Fy
∂γ

∣∣∣∣ α=0
γ=0
Fz=Fz0

 · γ+
+

∂Fy
∂Fz

∣∣∣∣ α=0
γ=0
Fz=Fz0

 · (Fz − Fz0) =
= Fy0 + Cα · α+ Cγ · γ+ CFz · ∆Fz

(A.1)

• Approximation from Pacejka [7]:

Fy = Fy0 + (Cα + ξα · ∆Fz) · α+ (Cγ + ξγ · ∆Fz) · γ (A.2)

Comparing the approximations with a Magic Formula characteristic curve
(for different slip anglesα ∈ [−1deg, 1deg], three camber angles γ = [−1deg, 0deg, 1deg]
and three loads Fz = [0.95, 1, 1.05] · Fz0), the approximation of Pacejka results
in a smaller error with respect to the linearization, as it can be observed in Fig-
ure A.4. The error is defined using the difference with respect to the Magic
Formula curve:

errabs =
Fy,MF − Fy,approx

Fy,MF
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Figure A.4: Error of the linearization (Lin, solid lines) and Pacejka’s
approximation (Pac, dashed lines) of Fy with respect to Magic Formula
curves, for different normal loads, camber angles and slip angles.
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A.3 Tire parameters estimation

A.3.1 Tire contact patch dimension
In literature there are different formulae that can be used to have an estima-
tion for tire footprint dimensions. In [27], a formula for tire contact width
wtire is reported, depending on tire normal load Fz, stiffness kt, nominal
width SN and outer radius ro:

wtire = SN ·

[
qrb2

Fz

ro · kt
+ qrb1

(
Fz

ro · kt

) 1
3

]
(A.3)

Nevertheless, the estimation of tire stiffness provided in [27] is not used in
this dissertation, since it involves the use of a parameter value (kt) that is not
available for the tires analyzed in this work.

Therefore, the formula reported in [26] for the footprint width is here
used:

wtire ≈ (−0.004 ·AR+ 1.03) · SN = 170.15 mm (A.4)

A.3.2 Tire stiffness
The formula reported in [26] (from the work developed in [54]) for the estima-
tion of tire stiffness has provided satisfactory results, based on experiments
performed on 1000 tires of different manufacturers having 144 different sizes,
namely:

• rim codes: from 13 to 24

• section widths: from 175 to 305 mm.

Therefore, it has been used in this work to estimate the tire stiffness, start-
ing from information on inflation pressure pi and tire dimensions (footprint
width wtire and outer diameter Dout):

kt[kg/mm] = 0.00028 · pi[kPa]
√
wtire[mm] ·Dout[mm] + 3.45

kt[N/m] = kt[kg/mm] · 9.81 N
kg
· 1000mm

m

(A.5)

kt1 = 259884 N/m

kt2 = 232759 N/m
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A.3.3 Effective rolling radius
The effective rolling radius has a value between the loaded radius and the
unloaded radius. It can be estimated from the vertical load on the wheel
Fz, the unloaded outer radius ro and the previously introduced tire stiffness
kt [27]:

reff = rΩ −
Fz0
kt

[
Freff ·

Fz

Fz0
+Dreff · arctan

(
Breff

Fz

Fz0

)]
= 310.5 mm (A.6)

where rΩ is the free tire radius of the rotating tire, that can be estimated ac-
cording to [27] as:

rΩ = ro ·

[
qreo + qV1

(
ro ·Ω
V0

)2]
≈ ro · qreo = 317.6 mm (A.7)

The values for the coefficients Freff, Dreff, Breff and qreo are chosen as indi-
cated in [27].
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Table A.1: Tire parameters and data.

Tire data

205/50 R17

Variable name Description Value Unit

CFγ

Force
camber
coefficient

Fz N/rad

c5 1

CMγ

Moment
camber
coefficient

0.1049 · Fz Nm/rad

c6 0.3

c8 15

wtire
Footprint
width

170.15 mm

pi,1

Front tire
inflation
pressure

250 kPa

pi,2

Rear tire
inflation
pressure

220 kPa

AR Aspect ratio 50 %

SN
Nominal
section width

205 mm

H Section height 102.5 mm

Drim Rim diameter 431.8 mm

Dout
Wheel outer
diameter

636.8 mm

kt1
Front tire
stiffness

259884 N/m

kt2
Rear tire
stiffness

232759 N/m

rΩ Free tire radius 317.6 mm

reff
Effective
rolling radius

310.5 mm

ro
Unloaded tire
radius

318.4 mm

qreo 0.9974

Fz0 Nominal load 4000 N

Freff 0.07394

Dreff 0.25826

Breff 8.386
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A.4 Vehicle parameters and data

The data that were not fixed for the considered vehicle have been estimated
with realistic values according to [55].

A.4.1 Inertias and center of gravity
An investigation on mass properties and correlations with vehicle parameters
is reported in [56]. It resulted in formulae to predict moments of inertia and
center of gravity position by means of easily accessible data. The interpolat-
ing formulae were derived and tested by means of measurements performed
with the InTenso+ test rig at Politecnico di Milano on 24 different car models
between 2000 and 2016.

One of the formulae reported in [56] links the center of gravity height to
the roof height of the vehicle. Even if the mean error is of the order of 70 mm,
it is considered sufficiently accurate for this dissertation:

hG = hroof · 0.38 = 0.4944 m (A.8)

The interpolating formulae for the moments of inertia prediction are stated
to provide more accurate results, and correlate mass, length and width of the
vehicle to moments of inertia:

Iz = Cz ·mqz
tot · Length

rz ·Widthsz = 2208.1 kg m2

Cz = 0.47

qz = 0.85

rz = 1.39

sz = 0.46

(A.9)

Ix = Cx ·mqx
tot · Length

rx ·Widthsx = 534.8 kg m2

Cx = 1.32

qx = 0.71

rx = 0.25

sx = 0.78

(A.10)
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Table A.2: Vehicle data.

Vehicle data

Sport compact coupé

Variable name Description Value Unit

mtot Total mass 1488 kg

Iz
Yaw moment
of inertia

2208.1 kg m2

Ix
Roll moment
of inertia

534.9 kg m2

mt1
Unsprung mass
front (single wheel)

40 kg

mt2
Unsprung mass
rear (single wheel)

35 kg

l Wheelbase 2.550 m

a1
Distance CoG-
Front axle

0.978 m

a2
Distance CoG-
Rear axle

1.572 m

hG CoG height 0.494 m

h1 Front roll center 0.0588 m

h2 Rear roll center 0.0796 m

2s1
Front track
width

1.450 m

2s2
Rear track
width

1.470 m

hroof Roof height 1.301 m

Length Vehicle length 4.133 m

Width Vehicle width 1.810 m

k1
Front suspension
spring stiffness

20000 N/m

k2
Rear suspension
spring stiffness

24000 N/m

c1

Front suspension
damping
(compression)

3800 Ns/m

c2

Rear suspension
damping
(compression)

1300 Ns/m
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Table A.3: Elastokinematic parameters.

Elastokinematic data

Variable name Description Value Unit

kϕ1
Front rolling
stiffness

40544.2 Nm/rad

kϕ2
Rear rolling
stiffness

41851.7 Nm/rad

h ′
Distance roll
axis-CoG

0.427 m

ε1
Roll-steering
coefficient (front)

−0.0245

ε2
Roll-steering
coefficient (rear)

−0.0909

τ1
Roll-camber
coefficient (front)

0.8912

τ2
Roll-camber
coefficient (rear)

0.9137

n Caster offset 0.02 m

csf,i
Suspension compliance
coefficient

−1.25 · 10−6 rad/N

cΨ1 Steer compliance 25000 Nm/rad

ξγ
Camber coefficient
linearization

1 1/rad
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